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 ABSTRACT 
IMAGES OF THE MISSIONAL CHURCH: 
LEADERSHIP, CULTURE, AND PRACTICES IN CONTEXT 
by 
Brian Vann Miller 
The purpose of this research was to identify common characteristics in the 
motivation of leadership, organizational culture, and the primary practices of five leading 
missional communities through the utilization of case study methodology. The study 
recognizes an information gap between the theology of the missional church movement 
and the specific manifestations of the movement. The research provides images of the life 
of the sent people of God. 
The literature review outlines a biblical foundation for missional theology. Recent 
church history provides the background for the current rise of the missional movement. 
Also, the literature review includes an overview of the missional movement. 
The findings show significant commonalities among the leading missional 
communities. Those commonalities present an image of the missional church in context. 
This image is helpful as the mission of the Church continues in a post-Christendom 
world. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The denominational report is due at the same time every year, but the pastor 
always finds something better to do. The year-end report just does not bring the pastor 
much encouragement or meaning, yet the denominational overseer is a friend. Therefore, 
the pastor completes the report. The pastor finds that the past year provided a mixture of 
both affirming and concerning results. Modest gains were experienced in membership, 
attendance, and giving. After completing the report, though, a familiar feeling descends, 
and the pastor realizes that the data collected has little to do with God’s work in the 
community. The pastor questions to what degree the church is led by the Holy Spirit, how 
this congregation points toward and participates in the work of God in the world, and 
whether the congregation embodies the mission of the early Church. 
This hypothetical pastor struggles with the reality of life in the modern 
denominational church. Over the past several decades, in an effort to stem the receding 
tide of church attendance, churches in the West have adopted a functional and strategic 
stance toward their mission (Van Rheenan 27). In this church growth age, the focus has 
clearly been on creating a Come-and-See event in the ministry of the church. The focus 
on invitation, on-site greeting, visitor response, and the pursuit of high quality 
programming indicates a functional methodology of ministry. While this centripetal 
vision of mission is biblically appropriate, the come-and-see approach may not be 
accomplishing the fullest mission of the church. Bryan P. Stone suggests current 
measurements fail the Church:  
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The quantitative growth of the church can tell us only that people are 
attracted to what they find in the church or are having some perceived 
need or want met by the church. It tells us nothing about whether the 
politics of God’s reign is being embodied or whether a conversion to that 
reign is taking place. (272) 
 
The Church needs new measurements with new meaning. 
The church in North America is still a powerful institution. Recently, the Pew 
Forum on Religion and Public Life found that 75.5 percent of Americans claim 
traditional Christian faith (“Comparative Religions”). The number of people who claim 
no faith has nearly doubled since 1990, from 8.2 percent to 15 percent (Kosmin and 
Keysar 3). Canada’s population of 29.6 million holds a similar percentage at 77.1 
(“Population by Religion”). Further, 82 percent of Americans perceive their faith to be 
“somewhat important” or “very important” (“U. S. Religious Landscape”). A broad faith 
footprint in America is still dominated by Christianity.  
However, all is not well with the church in North America. Mainline 
denominations continue to retreat. For example, the United Methodist Church 
experienced a membership decline of 5.86 percent between 1995 and 2005. The 
denomination currently reports membership under eight million (United Methodist 
Church, GCFA Report 1). Practice of Christian faith is suffering as well. According to the 
Pew Forum, 45 percent of Americans attend church less than “once or twice a month” 
(“Comparative Religions”). 
While the statistical context is mixed, a broader recognition and concern exists in 
the church. Western culture has seen a shift in the most basic ways of understanding the 
world. Modernity is ending. Rationality, a mechanical understanding of the world, and a 
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top-down approach to leadership has defined modernity, and the church learned to thrive 
within that context.  
In a 1979 report to the Conseil des universités du Quèbec, Jean-François Lyotard 
outlined an emerging epistemology, which deeply questioned the assumptions of 
modernity (Smith 63). Lyotard named this young epistemology “postmodern,” saying, 
“Simplifying to the extreme, I define postmodern as incredulity toward metanarratives” 
(Lyotard xxiv). Postmodern thought specifically questions the scientific Enlightmenment 
rationale, which attempts to prove itself with itself (Smith 65).  
Postmodern, then, reflects the end of modernity and a new way of understanding 
the world. The church has had a particularly difficult time adjusting to the new 
understanding. As James K. A. Smith says, “[T]oo many Christians have bought into the 
modernist valorization of scientific facts and end up reducing Christianity to just another 
collection of propositions” (74). Preference of modern thought processes places many 
Christians at odds with their surrounding culture. 
The church adjusted, for better and for worse, to modernity. Now, the church 
must adjust to postmodernity. The missional church movement holds promise as a 
response to postmodern thought. Organic movements, connection to local narratives, and 
the elevation of lay disciples are marks of the missional church. Organic movements 
within the people of God avoid the difficulty that postmodernism has with 
metanarratives. The adjustment to postmodern culture will also include a deep connection 
to local narratives at the expense of denominational narratives. Finally, the adjustment to 
postmodern culture will include the church regaining a deep reliance on the priesthood of 
all believers. 
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Over the last decade, a movement of theologians and practitioners has risen to 
point toward a different way of understanding the work of the church. Grandfathered into 
the streams of Western theological thought by Lesslie Newbigin, the concept of the 
missional church approaches the task of ministry from a different standpoint. Come-and-
see becomes “the sent people” (Guder, Missional Church 4). Program development 
becomes Spirit-led contextualization. Mission moves from a fringe ministry that focuses 
on overseas trips to the central purpose of the church functioning as an agent of Christ’s 
reconciliation at home and around the world.  
In the Western world, where the influence and effect of the church continue to 
wane, an even greater reason exists for understanding the necessity of mission in the 
immediate context of the local church. Though local churches have been given decades of 
functional methodologies through popular books and conferences, the Church continues 
to decline in numbers and in influence. A missional methodology is necessary in the 
twenty-first century. For their own evaluative functions, churches need to find ways to 
measure the degrees to which the congregations cooperate with the reign of God and 
exemplify that reign in the immediate communities and around the world. In other words, 
churches need to measure sentness. 
For the integrity of the missional church movement, a more practical 
understanding of the movement is needed. The movement’s seminal work Missional 
Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America, a compilation of 
essays edited by Darrell L. Guder, has only been published for over a decade. Already, 
however, sharp comments are coming from corners that are traditionally friendly to 
evangelistic causes. In Christianity Today, J. Todd Billings published an article saying, 
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“Sometimes the phrase missional church simply puts new clothes on old trends, such as 
the seeker-sensitive and church-growth movements” (58). The movement needs to be 
clarified. The skeletal work of theological reflection has been immensely helpful for the 
broader church. In order for the missional church to continue to be helpful for the broader 
church, recognizable characteristics are needed.  
Purpose 
The purpose of the research was to identify common characteristics in the 
motivation of leadership, organizational culture, and the primary practices of five leading 
missional communities through the utilization of case study methodology. 
Research Questions 
The following four questions provided guidelines for evaluation in the research 
project. 
Research Question #1 
How are the motivations to lead similar among the missional community leaders? 
Research Question #2 
What congruencies exist among the organizational cultures of the leading 
missional communities? 
Research Question #3 
What common primary practices define the missional communities? 
Definition of Terms 
Throughout the intervention, the following words are as defined. The terminology 
of missional church has gained favor in ministry vernacular. Popularity often skews the 
intended meaning or focus of ideas or movements. Craig Van Gelder provides helpful 
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imagery that strikes at the core of the movement. He says that the missional church 
“becomes a sign that God’s redemption is now present in the world, a foretaste of what 
that redemption is like, and an instrument to carry that message into every local context 
and to the ends of the earth” (Ministry 19). The phrase missional community will be used 
interchangeably with missional church. 
The research uses the phrase motivation to lead (MTL) in a specific sense. In their 
defining work, Kim-Yin Chan and Fritz Drasgow say that MTL “may be defined as an 
individual-differences construct that affects a leader’s or leader-to-be’s decisions to 
assume leadership training, roles, and responsibilities and that affect his or her intensity 
of effort at leading and persisting as a leader” (482). While other phrases, such as 
leader’s motivation or missional motivation may have a broader working meaning, any 
reference to motivation to lead will relate specifically to this definition. 
Organizational culture refers not as much to what things are done within an 
organization but to how or why things are done. Organizational culture gives participants 
in the organization an identity (Cameron and Quinn 16). The broad concept includes 
everything from how the organization interprets reality to how the organization plans to 
move forward to implement organizational activities. 
The research was performed under the assumption that missional communities 
practice events, gatherings, and rituals. These are identified as primary practices. No 
assumptions are made regarding the similarities or differences in primary practices 
among the case studies, nor an assumption that primary practices in missional 
communities are different from any other Christian communities. 
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Context 
The broad context of postmodern condition encompasses each of the contexts of 
this study. As noted, though, local context is supremely important in the current cultural 
situation. Therefore, the specific location of churches matter as the people of God seek to 
be in relationship with their neighbors. 
Eastbrook Church of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was birthed in 1980 from three 
small groups from the Elmbrook Church of Milwaukee (Barrett 4). The church has 
moved several times since its inception to respond to the growth it has experienced. 
Eastbrook Church is located in a diverse area of urban Milwaukee. The surrounding zip 
code is comprised of 66.4 percent African-Americans and 26.9 percent Anglo-
Americans.  
Adullam was not intended to become a church. Hugh and Cheryl Halter and Matt 
and Maren Smay moved to Denver, Colorado, to begin a missional consulting group in 
2003. As they began living out the missional vision in their lives, conversations in a 
coffee shop grew into the discipleship of a group of coffee shop regulars. Hugh Halter 
described the organic beginnings of Adullam: “As time passed this group began to grow 
and eventually we had to acknowledge that we were ‘church’” (“Our Story”). The 
population of the zip code where Adullam meets is young, educated, and affluent but 
shows extremely low receptivity to faith. 
Doug Pagitt planted Solomon’s Porch in 2000 (Leland). The Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, congregation’s vision is to be “a holistic, missional, Christian community 
(“Solomon’s Porch—About Us”). The church worships within an affluent zip code where 
the average household income is nearly one-third higher than the national average. 
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The Church of the Apostles, Seattle, Washington, is affiliated with both the 
Episcopal Church and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. The church 
intentionally ties together the ancient and the current. Therefore, the staff listing includes 
an abbess/vicar (Karen M. Ward) as well as a community architect and an intentional 
Christian community coordinator (“Leadership—Church of the Apostles”). The Church 
of the Apostles gathers within a zip code where the population is highly educated and 
where half of the population reports no faith involvement. 
Mosaic holds worship services in eight locations throughout the metropolitan Los 
Angeles area (“Gatherings”). The church now known as Mosaic is well acquainted with 
transition. Mosaic began as Bethel Baptist Church in 1943. Even in the church’s early 
years, worshiping at multiple campuses was a part of their plan. By 1953, the church had 
begun two additional mission services. In 1991, Erwin McManus moved to what was 
known as “the church on Brady.” In 1994, McManus was named senior pastor. Soon 
after, the name was changed again to Mosaic. Mosaic identifies itself as “a community of 
faith, love, and hope” (Mosaic). 
Methodology 
The research utilized an exploratory multi-case study methodology. The design 
included the Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory (OCAI), a quantitative survey. 
The qualitative instruments included in-depth interviews with each church’s senior 
leader, direct observation, artifact collection, and an open-ended focus group. 
Participants 
The participating churches were selected with the assistance of experts in the 
missional church movement. The senior leader of each church was requested to 
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participate in an in-depth interview. Focus group participants included participants in the 
ministries of the church. The church was asked to select the focus group by including (1) 
a staff member who is not the senior leader, (2) a member of the leadership board, (3) a 
person who is not in leadership but who is highly involved in the church, and (4) an 
individual who is loosely, or only occasionally, involved in the church. 
Instrumentation 
The in-depth interviews of pastors reflected both quantitative and qualitative data 
sources regarding motivation to lead, organizational culture, and the primary practices of 
the churches. Direct observation supplied data for organizational culture and primary 
practices. Artifact collection generated information about primary practices and 
organizational culture. The focus groups measured the motivation to lead, the 
organizational culture, and the practices of the churches. The Organizational Culture 
Assessment Inventory provided data regarding each church’s organizational culture. 
Data Collection 
After I selected the churches and designed the interviews, the observation 
checklist, and the focus group interview, I contacted the pastor of each church. Each 
pastor agreed to participate in a two-hour interview on the day before the primary 
worship gathering. The afternoon before the primary worship gathering was spent 
completing the observation checklist, walking halls, analyzing promotional material, and 
noting budgetary decisions. Observation and collection continued during the primary 
worship gathering. The focus group of church leaders and participants convened 
following the large group worship experience. 
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Data Analysis 
I used cross-case synthesis to analyze the collected data. I digitally recorded all 
interviews and focus groups interactions in MP3 format. A transcription service, then, 
transcribed those recordings into a word processing program. Comparisons and 
differences among the interviews, researcher observations, and interactions of the focus 
group at a single church presented categories and themes. Then, I analyzed those 
categories and themes among the five case studies. 
Quantitative (OCAI) and qualitative (interviews, direct observation, and focus 
group interactions) instruments provided data concerning organizational culture. Analysis 
of the data procured from qualitative instruments shaped my conclusions on the 
organizational culture within each church. I used the OCAI to provide secondary data to 
support the qualitative analysis. 
Generalizability 
This study was limited in scope to only the selected five case studies. The study 
did not seek to inform the churches, the pastors, or the church leaders about the missional 
church movement. This study will be helpful to churches seeking to become part of the 
missional movement. The broader church will be more fully informed about the 
missional movement because of this study. The study will also assist the missional 
movement’s leadership to understand the current characteristics of the movement by 
identifying the common and unique characteristics of leadership, organization culture, 
and primary practices. 
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Theological Foundation 
Stephen Seamands writes, “We are sent because the triune God is Sender (Father), 
Sent (Son), and Sending (Holy Spirit)” (161). Through the story of the people of God as 
found in the Bible, the fullness of God is known through God’s people. The creator God 
establishes the world for relationship and moves to create a people for his mission. Jesus 
Christ becomes salvation and an emblem for the mission. The Holy Spirit inspires and 
equips the church to bear witness to God and to walk worthy of the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. “‘Mission’ means ‘sending,’ and it is the central biblical theme describing the 
purpose of God’s action in human history” (Guder, Missional Church 4). 
When God first called his people into being, he promised blessings for all. 
Abram’s family would be blessed beyond his wildest dreams with thousands of 
descendants and a generous land. The promise moved beyond Abraham’s people, though, 
as God said, “[I]n you all of the families of the earth shall be blessed” (Gen. 12:3, 
NRSV). The God who created humans for relationship was sending Abraham and Sarah 
and their entire unholy lot in mission to the world. 
That mission was diverted, derailed, and diluted on many occasions. A focus on 
land holdings and security pervaded the people of God in the Old Testament, creating an 
image of a fortified people rather than a sent people. Still, opportunities arose for God’s 
people to be a blessing to all nations. Elijah traveled to Zarephath and healed a widow’s 
son (1 Kings 17:8-24). Elisha healed Naaman, a Syrian general who, after being healed, 
proclaimed belief in the God of Israel (2 Kings 5:1-19). The exile of the Israelites reveals 
the extent to which God wished to send his people into the world for his purposes. As 
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John Howard Yoder says, “[D]ispersion shall be the calling of the Jewish faith 
community” (52). The most dramatic turns of the Old Testament present a sending God. 
The New Testament marks a new part of God’s mission to be in relationship with 
the world. Jesus clearly stated that God sent him into the world to serve others (Luke 
4:18-19). He healed the sick; he fed the hungry; he ate with sinners.  
The work of Jesus did not end with his death, resurrection, and ascension, 
however. In the early church, the Holy Spirit is continually seen as a directing and 
motivating factor for the people of God. One instance is found in the story of Peter’s 
conversion on the issue of Gentiles. Through visions from the Holy Spirit, Peter was 
prompted to act on the issue. Then, through Spirit-initiated conversations, Cornelius and 
his family were converted and baptized. The Holy Spirit generated Peter’s understanding 
of the inclusion of Gentiles in the expanding kingdom of God by pointing Peter toward 
the mission field (Acts 10-11).  
The Holy Spirit also prepares the body of Christ to bear witness to the love of 
God through their unity and their life together. The Epistles are filled with directions 
concerning how the people of God are to live before the world. Personal witness was a 
vital part of the people of God fulfilling God’s mission. The Holy Spirit equipped the 
people of God with fruit for the mission (Gal. 5:22-23), manifesting in an ethic of 
holiness to God and in relationship with neighbor. 
The Church’s history since Constantine has looked more like the faith of Israel 
than that of the New Testament. Long stretches of ambivalence toward mission have been 
peppered with seasons of emphasis on mission. The Jesuits, the Pietists, and the 
Methodists in America called the Church to move on behalf of God.  
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A new concept emerged as travel and information exchange became simpler. The 
success of the spread of the gospel around the world in the twentieth century became a 
prophetic witness to the established church in the West. Mission found its way into 
theological conversations. Theologians coined the phrase missio Dei, signifying the 
emphasis on God’s work in the world rather than the Church’s authority or programming 
(Wickeri 187). The idea of missio Dei incubated for quite a while before exploding into 
the life of the Church through Missional Church and the work of the Gospel and Our 
Culture Network.  
These are the biblical and theological understandings of the missional church. The 
concern of the leaders of the movement is to regain an understanding of being sent into 
the world to serve others for the sake of God. Gaining an understanding of how these 
insights and interpretations are practiced could be key for the people of God recovering 
their apostolic and missional priority. 
Overview of Study 
Chapter 2 reviews literature associated with the people of God, the missional 
church, the missional history of Methodism, and research methods. Chapter 3 discusses 
the design of the study, research questions, population and sample, methods, data 
collection, data analysis, and ethical considerations. In Chapter 4, the findings of the 
study are explained. Chapter 5 is a summary and synthesis of the interpretations of the 
data collected, including practical ways that the information used and possibilities of 
further study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The missional church movement is a promising possibility for the church. As the 
North American culture becomes more pluralistic and the church’s influence continues to 
ebb, recasting ecclesiology is important. At this time, missional church theologians and 
advocates have not provided sufficient information regarding practices of missional 
communities. The endoskeleton of the missional church presents an answer for reaching 
the current culture. The question still exists concerning the look of the missional church. 
The purpose of the research was to identify common characteristics in the 
motivation of leadership, organizational culture, and the primary practices of five leading 
missional communities through the utilization of case study methodology. 
Biblical Foundations 
The movement of the church in the twenty-first century will be marked by a 
hermeneutical adjustment. Rather than seeing itself as an organization founded on 
propositions based in Scripture, the twenty-first century Church will see itself as a 
continuation of the story of God’s mission in the world, which had its beginning in the 
Bible. As the shift occurs, the church will more closely model the intention of the Holy 
Spirit. As Stephen B. Bevans says, “[T]he way the Spirit calls this church into being is 
through mission” (10).  
The Scriptures consistently communicate God’s mission. The Bible continually 
uses specific stories to tell a broader story of God’s mission of reconciling his creation. In 
other words, the micronarrative continually points toward the metanarrative. The strand 
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begins at creation, runs through the life of Jesus, and continues today. A missional 
reading of Scripture places the local narrative into the metanarrative.  
Old Testament 
Several micronarratives in the Old Testament provide a framework for 
understanding the mission of God. The church more often focuses motivation for mission 
from New Testament imperatives, but the story of Israel in the Old Testament clearly 
points to the missional purposes of God for this world.  
Abraham and God’s promises. The story of God’s work in the world does not 
begin with Genesis 12. From the beginning of creation, God clearly cares for the whole 
of the created order (Kaiser 15). The stories found within the first eleven chapters of the 
Book of Genesis are, indeed, stories of and for the world. However, through the promises 
to Abram and his people, Yahweh will make right all of the wrongs of Genesis 1-11. 
Through Abram and Sarai, the curse of the Fall and the folly of the tower of Babel will be 
redeemed (C. Wright, “Christian and Other Religions” 5). 
While the promise of land receives most of the attention in this passage, the land 
is not the central purpose of the promise. In fact, Genesis 12:1 simply establishes a locale 
for the fulfillment of 12:2-3 (Okoye 45). Also interesting to note is that no specific 
location was given for Abram to settle. 
The seven Hebrew clauses of Genesis 12:2-3, then, hold the meat of the promise. 
In these seven clauses, the writer of Genesis uses a form of ברך (bless) five times (Kim 
74). Clearly, God intends blessing to be the dominant theme of the pericope. However, 
looking closely at who is giving blessing and who is receiving blessing provides the 
reader with important information. Yahweh is clearly the subject of the action in the 
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passage. Yahweh’s prerogative is to bless Abraham, those who bless Abraham, and “all 
the families of the earth” (Gen. 12:3) through Abraham. Yahweh is the principal actor in 
the passage. The choice of who is blessed and how they receive blessings belongs to 
Yahweh.  
Still, the passage begins with an imperative from Yahweh to Abram. While the 
blessing belongs to God, Abram’s response and obedience is important. The promise 
appears to be a series of three interdependent actions. The first is the imperative for 
Abram to go. The second is Yahweh’s blessing toward Abram. The third action is the 
blessings (and curses) for others, based on their response to Abram. The connectedness of 
these actions points to their interdependence. Failure at any point threatens the entire 
thread, showing an “implied conditionality [original emphasis]” (C. Wright, Mission of 
God 206). The blessing of others is, in fact, the basis of covenant. 
A deeper look into the second action (12:2) reveals that even the promises toward 
Abram include expectation of response. Four clauses make up the second action. The first 
three clauses include imperfect verbs. Another imperative drives the final clause. 
Therefore, the first three clauses show what Yahweh will do for Abram. The promises are 
for “a great nation,” for Yahweh to “bless” Abram, and “to make [Abram’s] name great.” 
When Abram completed the imperative to go (12:1), all of these promises were 
accomplished. 
In the final clause of Genesis 12:2, the verb ברכה והיה is presented in the 
imperative. Christopher J. H. Wright translates the clause simply as, “And be a blessing.” 
He suggests that this second imperative within 12:1-3 begins a new group of clauses, so 
that the imperatives go and be a blessing become the focal point of the passage (Mission 
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of God 200). Most Bible translations and other scholars, however, suggest a different 
translation. The imperative in 12:2 follows a cohortative verb. In that situation, Hebrew 
rules would favor a translation of ברכה והיה as an intention rather than a direct imperative 
(Kim 80). Therefore, the New Revised Standard Version contains this translation: “so 
that you will be a blessing.” 
Whether taken as a direct imperative, as Wright suggests, or as an intention, no 
reading allows Abram a passive role in this promise. First, Yahweh tells him to “go” 
(12:1). Then, Yahweh states an expectation that Abram would “be a blessing” (12:2). 
These two imperatives form an expectation for Abraham and his people. The great 
Abrahamic covenant of Genesis 12 includes God presenting expectations of Abraham on 
two fronts. First, Yahweh expects Abram to be obedient to Yahweh’s direction. Second, 
Yahweh expects actions and attitudes from Abraham that will make Abraham a blessing. 
Further, a suggestion is evident that the latter will be accomplished through the former, 
implying conditionality. 
Looking at God’s covenant with Abraham from a mission perspective, three 
observations arise. First, the mission belongs to God. Yahweh desired blessings for all 
nations. Yahweh chose Abram and Sarai. Yahweh approached Abram. Yahweh initiated 
the covenant. A second observation is that the role of Abraham and his people is to 
follow the direction of Yahweh. Finally, Genesis 12 clearly communicates that Yahweh 
did not regard other nations to be threats or opponents to him or his people. Instead, 
Yahweh desired blessing for all nations. As Christopher J. H. Wright says, “The election 
of Israel, therefore, does not imply the rejection of the rest of humanity, but is set in close 
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context with the prospect and promise of blessing for the nations through Israel” 
(“Christian” 5). God called Abraham to blessings for his family and for the world. 
Elijah and a widow/Elisha and a general. The prophetic books of the Old 
Testament provided encouragement and direction for a people in exile. After being sent 
into exile, the people of Israel were unsure of the power of the promises of God. The 
messages of the prophets were of both warning and promise. In the exile, God proved his 
truthfulness by bringing his promises to pass (Dillard and Longman 164). However, 
during the time of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah, the prophets showed the power of 
God on a regular basis. 
Elijah and Elisha are two of the prophets from the kingdom period of Israel. Their 
stories, though, are also linked to the New Testament. This research looks at a story from 
each of their lives. Each story shows how God accomplished in small scale, through 
Elijah and Elisha, what he hoped to accomplish on a broader scale through Israel. The 
stories tell of the extension of God’s blessing beyond Israel. 
The story of Elijah, the prophet during the reign of King Ahab, can be found in 1 
Kings 17-19. Elijah’s story is one of obedience to God and victory over drought, other 
gods, hunger, and even death. Though Elijah dealt with issues concerning those outside 
of Israel on several occasions (including the contest with Baal in 1 Kings 18), the story of 
Elijah’s experience with the widow at Zarephath (1 Kings 17:8-24) gives a specific view 
of God’s blessing given to those outside of Israel. 
Zarephath was located near the Phoenician city of Sidon on the Mediterranean 
Sea. The city was located near the border of Israel but was never under control of Israel. 
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Zarephath was a foreign city to Israel; however, the Lord told Elijah to find food at the 
home of a widow there. During Elijah’s time in her home, miracles benefited the widow. 
The first miracle performed on behalf of the widow was the multiplication of 
food. While the Lord sent Elijah to the widow for food, she clearly stated she did not 
have food to feed him; she only had “a handful of meal” (17:12). Elijah gave her 
instructions to bake the last meal that she had, and he told her that the Lord God of Israel 
would continue to fill her jars until the drought ended. By identifying his god fully, Elijah 
was setting the Lord God of Israel against any local deities that she may have recognized. 
This prophecy was completed as the widow and her son ate from the jars “for many days” 
(17:15). 
While the food was the stated reason for Elijah’s visit, another miracle had a 
greater impact on the widow. During Elijah’s stay, the widow’s son grew ill and died. 
The woman recognized the power of Elijah and believed that he had killed her son as 
punishment for her sins. Upon hearing this, Elijah pleads with God to revive the boy. 
Through the fervent prayer of Elijah, God restored the widow’s son to life. The woman 
responds by saying, “Now I know that you are a man of God, and that the word of the 
Lord in your mouth is true” (17:24). The blessings of Elijah led to the widow’s faith in 
the Lord God of Israel. 
This story of Elijah and the widow at Zarephath shows Elijah’s desire to be a 
witness to the power and goodness of God. First, the provision of the Lord God of Israel 
was for the entire household, not Elijah alone. Second, Elijah’s prayer over the boy 
(17:20) indicates a desire for the goodness of God to overcome the tragedy of death. 
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Through the multiplication of food and the restoration of the son, the Lord God of Israel 
provided blessing for a widow who was outside of Israel. 
The prophet Elisha also had meaningful dealings with outsiders that give insight 
to God’s desire to bless the nations. Naaman was a general in the Syrian army who had 
contracted leprosy. The story of Elisha’s direction for the healing of Naaman (2 Kings 
5:1-19) stands out as a point of blessing between two groups whose relationship was 
normally hostile, constantly battling one another. 
Many important pieces are contained in the story of the healing of Naaman. 
Without a retelling, the story affords a couple of missiological insights. The first insight 
involves the humility of Yahweh’s servant, Elisha. On two different occasions, the 
prophet shows a measure of humility that points toward Yahweh rather than to himself. 
These signs of humility are bookends to the healing event. The Syrian general gathered a 
great crowd of horses and advisors for travel to see the prophet of Israel. When he 
arrived, he assumed that this great show would impress Elisha. However, instead of going 
to see the powerful man who had come for healing, Elisha sent a messenger with short 
and unimpressive instructions. One can only surmise the reasons for Elisha’s 
unwillingness to meet with Naaman initially. One of the many reasons may have been the 
humility of Elisha (Maier 180). Elisha understood that he was not the power holder. He 
was the servant of Yahweh who was all powerful. Following the healing, Naaman 
brought gifts to Elisha to show his appreciation and to make a market exchange of sorts. 
However, Elisha refused the gifts. Again, he recognized that the power resided in God, 
not him. In addition, the market exchange was unsatisfactory for Elisha. As Walter 
Brueggemann writes, “The gift of life is not a commodity. It is a gift—or it would not 
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heal. The gift works its life-giving power outside the horizon of market exchange. It is 
free” (“2 Kings 5” 269). The importance of this principle is shown in the unfortunate 
story of Gehazi whose greed leads to illness (2 Kings 5:20-27). 
A second missiological insight from the story of the healing of Naaman has to do 
with the confession of Naaman as he returns to his home (2 Kings 5:17-19). After his 
healing, Naaman declares belief in the God of Israel alone; however, he recognizes that a 
return to his home and his position in Syria would require him to participate in honoring 
other gods. He refuses to offer sacrifices to these other gods, but he asks that he be 
forgiven for one thing. When his king worships Rimmon, Naaman would be expected to 
bow. This act of bowing is the one act that he cannot stop doing. 
Elisha’s response to this request gives little guidance. He simply says to Naaman, 
“Go in peace” (2 Kings 5:19). While Allan Louis Effa warns to “avoid simple 
deductions” and to live with Elisha’s “ambiguous” response (471), one can assume that 
Elisha understood the difficulty of full conversion to belief in the God of Israel without 
condoning idolatry. Further, one can assume that “the prophet is commending Naaman to 
the care and guidance of God” (Maier 192). The prophet Elisha provides a generous 
blessing to Naaman. 
In these two accounts of Elijah and Elisha, the author gives examples of mission. 
The mission of God’s people is centrifugal, moving out as Elijah did to be a witness and a 
blessing. The mission is also centripetal, moving toward Israel, as Naaman did, to find 
blessing in their God. 
Recorded for a people in exile, these accounts may have had a missiological 
purpose in the life of Israel. The stories found within 1 and 2 Kings aided Israelites in 
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remembering the stories of their people. However, these stories also had an instructive 
and encouraging role. In the stories of Elijah and Elisha, the Israelites found 
encouragement to believe that their exile would allow them to be a blessing in their new 
land, enabling them to share the knowledge and power of the God of Israel (Effa 471). 
Jonah—sent among the hated. Perhaps the most striking story of God’s desire 
to bless all nations comes from the prophet Jonah. In the narrative of Jonah, the hated 
Assyrians are the focus of God’s concern rather than God’s hatred. While other prophetic 
material, including the Oracles against the Nations in Obadiah and the hate-song in 
Nahum, attack the surrounding nations, the narrator of the book of Jonah sets polemic 
aside in favor of pity (Brueggemann, Introduction 232). In fact, the distinction between 
Jonah’s hatred of Nineveh and God’s desire to save Nineveh drives the narrative. 
Nineveh was the capital of the Assyrian Kingdom, which continuously threatened 
Israel. However, security was not the only threat from Assyria. The land was godless, 
glorifying human might. In many respects, the response of Israel to Nineveh might have 
paralleled the response of early Christians to references of “Babylon the great” found in 
the book of Revelation (Allen 203). Yahweh’s justice and mercy still extended toward 
Nineveh. 
One of the intriguing questions about the story of Jonah is whether the story 
reveals a sustained mission to the Gentiles. In other words, the presence of this story may 
point to a broader effort. The book of Jonah may have been used as a missiological public 
relations tool for recruitment and instruction. The validity of this theory is difficult to 
determine, however. Primarily, the difficulty comes from an inability for scholars to 
identify a date of composition (Allen 185). Without a date of composition, assigning 
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purpose would be irresponsible; however, the text has survived through the years and 
offers insight.  
No matter the date or purpose of composition, Jonah states a clear rationale for 
mission through the use of conflict and reconciliation. The book sets up several conflicts. 
The initial conflict is between God and Ninevah because “their wickedness has come up 
before me” (Jonah 1:2). Almost immediately, a new conflict arises. Jonah puts himself at 
conflict with God. In addition, a conflict between Jonah and the people of Ninevah exists. 
Throughout the book, only one of the conflicts is resolved. Jonah still detests the 
Ninevites. Jonah is still at odds with God. However, Yahweh and the people of Ninevah 
have made their peace. In fact, Yahweh’s goal was that Ninevah would repent and be 
saved, and that goal was accomplished. 
An Israelite, hearing the story of Jonah, would have been shocked by what 
Yahweh put Jonah through in order to save a hated people. Not only does Yahweh care 
for the Ninevites, he is willing to put Jonah through peril in order to save them. Like a 
good inductive preacher, the storyteller saves the reason for the last line of the story: 
“And should I not,” says God, “be concerned about Ninevah, that great city, in which 
there are more than a hundred and twenty thousand persons who do not know their right 
hand from their left, and also many animals?” (Jon. 4:11). God’s concern for his creation 
is universal. 
Most people know Jonah as the prophet swallowed by a great fish. While this part 
of the story may be dismissed as trite, animals play a role in showing the variety of ways 
that Yahweh accomplishes his desires. The storyteller uses all of creation to tell the story 
of God’s mercy. First, the storm provides the reason for the other travelers to throw Jonah 
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overboard (Jon. 1:4-16). Immediately, God “provided a large fish to swallow up Jonah” 
(1:17). Though Jonah did not preach about the love of God, the Ninevite king understood 
the creation-encompassing mercy of God when he included animals in his proclamation 
of repentance (3:7-9). As Jonah watched to see what would happen, God “appointed” a 
plant to give Jonah shade (4:6). Then, he “appointed a worm” to eat the bush (4:7). 
Finally, in the explanation of his care for Ninevah, God includes the animals as a reason 
to save the city (4:11). God’s creation is an active recipient of the redemption process, 
but God also uses all of creation as participants in the process, moving his people into a 
place of mission for the sake of others (Dillard and Longman 395). 
An interesting juxtaposition arises when the Ninevites repent. Whereas the 
prophets continually called Israel to repentance, the Ninevites provide a story of actual 
repentance. Greater sorrow for sin was found among the godless Gentiles than in Israel 
(Timmer 167; Kaiser 71). Frieder Ludwig suggests a reading of the story of Jonah as a 
missionary who was converted. The following three issues surprised Jonah: that Ninevah 
repented, that God responded quickly, and that God was trustworthy throughout it all. In 
the process of God’s desire to extend mercy, Ninevah’s repentance, and God’s response, 
Jonah was converted (191). While the story does not appear to offer a full conversion of 
Jonah’s attitude, God was clearly continuing to work toward that end. 
Perhaps, an even further correlation could be drawn between Jonah and the people 
of God. Jonah represents the people of God in his doubts and his defiance. Through his 
experiences, Jonah observed and benefited from God’s faithfulness. Perhaps the lingering 
hope from the storyteller is that the people of God share the story of God to others and in 
the process find themselves changed. 
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Isaiah—bringing in and sending out. Determining authorship and purpose of 
Isaiah is perhaps even more complicated than doing the same for Jonah. The 
complication arising from several sources of composition, including the Deuteronomists, 
has created confusion about the message of the book of Isaiah (Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39 
93). Even when when approaching the book with the assumption of unity, for which John 
N. Oswalt convincingly argues, the multitude of images held within the text makes 
finding a single thread of purpose extremely difficult (19). My goal, therefore, will be to 
identify the missiological thread throughout the current composition of the book of 
Isaiah. While Isaiah 40-55 (or Second Isaiah) is known for the work of the servant among 
the nations, Yahweh’s concern for all nations and desire to gather all nations to him 
resounds throughout the whole. 
One of the defining images that Isaiah offers is of the mountaintop of God. Joseph 
Blenkinsopp suggests that in each case, the mountain of the Lord refers to Jerusalem 
(Isaiah 1-39 191). The idea of the “mountain of the Lord’s house” (Isa. 2:2) being a 
center for all nations brackets the entire body of Isaiah (2:2-5; 66:18-21). In the first 
reference to the “mountain of the Lord’s house” (2:2), Yahweh establishes Jerusalem as a 
place of wisdom and peace, which attracts the nations “because the teaching that goes 
forth from that source appeals to the deepest human longings” (Okoye 113). In the final 
reference to the “holy mountain Jerusalem” (66:20), the nations have seen Yahweh’s 
glory and bring offerings. However, the final reference does not simply leave the reader 
with the picture of a gathering of all nations. Instead, Yahweh declares that some of the 
outsiders will be taken “as priests and Levites” (66:21). No longer objects of the mission, 
the nations become full participants. 
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The gathering of the nations unfolds in specific ways throughout Isaiah. The 
inclusive vision of Isaiah is especially shocking when Egypt and Assyria are welcomed 
into the fold (Isa. 19:16-25). Israel’s history with Egyptian oppression continues to aid a 
view of Egypt as an enemy. Because of Assyria’s military might and bullying, Israel’s 
attitude toward their country might mirror the attitude toward Ninevah (Blenkinsopp, 
Isaiah 1-39 320). Yahweh, however, groups the three peoples together in blessing, 
saying, “Blessed be Egypt my people, and Assyria the work of my hands, and Israel my 
heritage” (19:25). Again, the inclusion is not only in blessing toward the three peoples. 
Yahweh declares that the three will join in his mission of blessing the world (19:24; C. 
Wright, “Implications of Conversion” 15). 
The book of Isaiah directs it comprehensive understanding of mission primarily 
toward Israel living a faithful and true life before the nations in order that they come to 
know Yahweh. The interpretation of Isaiah’s mission has, therefore, been seen as 
centripetal in nature (Bosch 19). This understanding, however, does not take seriously 
two important missiological arguments. The New Testament’s repeated use of passages 
from Isaiah (especially in Luke-Acts) provides evidence of the early Church reading parts 
of Isaiah as centrifugal mission. For example, Paul and Barnabas quote Isaiah 49:6 as 
support for an active mission to the Gentiles at Antioch in Pisidia (Acts 13:47). In doing 
so, Paul and Barnabas interpret “give you as a light to the nations” as a sending out to be 
light to the nations (Martens 65).  
Scholarship has not fully addressed the purpose of the servant images, who is 
referenced in the words of Paul. Most studies of the servant images in Isaiah have 
focused on identifying the servants, arguing if the servant is Israel, the remnant, Jesus, or 
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the author. No matter whom the servant images represent, clearly the servant as a 
protagonist, carrying out the will of Yahweh. Through the suffering and rejection, the 
servant accomplishes the purpose of being a light for the Gentiles and bringing salvation 
to the ends of the earth. Therefore, the servant provides an image of prototypical action 
expected of the whole people of God. The centrifugal actions of the servant, then, are not 
limited to the servant alone. Instead, they become expectations for everyone who 
worships Yahweh.  
Paul certainly understood his ministry to be a continuance of the ministry of the 
servant. However, the words of Acts 13:47 allow for a broader understanding as well. 
Paul uses the first person plural to identify the recipients of God’s command. He says, 
“For this is what the Lord has commanded us [emphasis mine]” (Acts 13:47). While Paul 
may be referencing himself and Barnabas, Timothy C. Tennent suggests that Paul is 
actually recognizing “the unfolding global witness of the church as an extension of 
Christ’s light to the Gentiles” (120). The command to the servant, then, passes through 
Jesus and Paul to all who claim the Jesus and Yahweh. 
Conclusion—Old Testament 
The Old Testament includes the drama of God’s love for the whole of his 
creation. His mission to reconcile creation to himself and to the rest of creation has been 
in place since the beginning (Martens 59). Generally, the mission of God in the Old 
Testament has been characterized as centripetal. In other words, the nations were moving 
toward Yahweh, the center (see Figure 2.1). While that image is certainly dominant, 
evidence also exists of God’s desire for his people to move out into the nations as a 
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witness to him. This centrifugal mission is more fully developed with the dawning of a 
new age, the birth of Jesus and the birth of the church. 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Biblical images of mission movement. 
 
New Testament 
The New Testament expands the mission of God greatly. Much of missiology has 
focused on the New Testament for rationale and models for missionary work. Therefore, 
the goal of this section is to link the impulses of mission in the New Testament to the 
findings of mission in the Old Testament. In order to link these missional impulses, this 
research examined the life of Jesus, the work of the Church in Acts, and the letters of 
Paul. 
The life of Jesus. In December 2008, I was teaching a seminar in Dumila, 
Tanzania, for pastors from the Tanzania Assemblies of God. My subject was Ephesians 4 
and Paul’s ministry paradigm of apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor, and teacher. As I 
dug into biblical examples of apostolic ministry, a ministry that extends the grace of God 
to new frontiers, I asked the pastors for examples of apostolic ministry from the life of 
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Jesus. The first pastor to speak up said, “When he came to earth.” The answer was a 
simple observation, but one that had escaped me. In the very Incarnation, Jesus was 
missional. The young pastor in Dumila, who at most was educated at a high school level, 
pointed out the glory of God’s mission in Jesus. As N. T. Wright explains, “What God 
intended to do to and through Israel, to make Israel his people for the world, God has 
now achieved and accomplished through Jesus Christ” (54). The locale of missional 
movement transfers to Jesus as he begins his ministry. 
Information on the life of Jesus comes from the gospel writers. Recognizing the 
writing of the life of Jesus as a missional project provides important background for 
understanding mission in the gospels. These writers were telling a story in order for 
particular communities to recognize the blessing of God’s reconciliation through Jesus 
Christ. Luke says his purpose in writing was so the community would “know the truth” 
(Luke 1:4). Like a good narrative preacher, John unfolds the story of Jesus, including 
resurrection, before explaining in a climactic way that “these things are written so that 
you may come to believe that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that through 
believing you may have life in his name” (John 20:31). However, the gospel writers 
intended their work for use beyond the original community as well. For example, clearly 
Matthew wrote his gospel in order that the communities could “proclaim and teach it to 
all nations,” thereby equipping new believers for furthering the mission of God (Ulrich 
83).  
While the missional focus of the life of Jesus is consistent among all of the gospel 
writers, this research pays particular attention to Luke’s Gospel for three reasons. First, in 
the Gospel of Luke, before Jesus began his ministry, Jesus told how to frame his actions. 
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Secondly, Luke gives the opportunity to study a consistent thread as the discussion moves 
toward the early Church in the book of Acts. Finally, by focusing on the Gospel of Luke, 
this research pares down the examples, thus allowing for a more precise discussion.  
The first public words of Jesus in Luke’s Gospel were harmless enough. He 
attended his home synagogue, pulled the scroll of Isaiah from its holder, and began to 
read from 61:1-2: 
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to bring 
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives 
and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim 
the year of the Lord’s favor. (Luke 4:18-19) 
 
The reading itself was not offensive. Indeed, the actions of Jesus were common on the 
Sabbath. He simply stood to read from the Scriptures. The problems arose, however, 
when he began to teach. 
The expectation was that Jesus would teach on the Scripture in accordance to the 
tradition of the synagogue. He did teach. However, the content was unexpected. Jesus 
tied the prophetic testimony of Isaiah to stories of Elijah and Elisha, where the prophets 
extended the justice and grace of God to outsiders. Elijah went to a widow in Sidon. 
Through the work of Elisha, a Syrian named Naaman was cleansed. As stated earlier, 
God desires that the entire world experience his justice and grace. In the history of Israel 
found in 1 and 2 Kings, though, these stories of mercy for non-Israelites are surprising. 
Both ancient and modern readers expect healing for Israel, the people of God. Instead, a 
Syrian general was cleansed, intruding “into that settled world with an unexpected 
counter-reality that explodes the settlement and offers news of a counter-reality” 
(Brueggemann, “2 Kings 5” 263). Jesus called on this counter-reality. 
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Because Jesus had been teaching in synagogues, some had already begun to 
identify him as a prophet. With these teachings in Nazareth, he identified himself as a 
prophet sent to a broader audience than Israel. His veiled inclusion of other nations 
infuriated the synagogue crowd. This prophet “is not acceptable in his own country 
because his mission extends beyond his own country” (Johnson 82). The promised 
blessing of the nations through Abraham came through the work of Jesus. 
The teaching of Jesus helps to understand how he recognized his own ministry 
within Isaiah 61. However, a few key points need further analysis. The first point of 
analysis is the place from which the ministry flows. In quoting Isaiah, Jesus says that the 
Spirit of the Lord has “anointed” (ἔχρισέν) him to preach good news to the poor. While 
the specific translation of ἔχρισέν points to a past action of placing oil on one’s head, the 
word also implies a consecration for a particular religious work. The understanding of 
Isaiah 61 in Hebrew would have carried this implication as well. The Servant is speaking 
and giving an account of his “investiture and mission” (Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 56-66 221). 
Therefore, Jesus says that he has been given the Spirit of the Lord and that he has been 
sent. 
Jesus defined the focus of his mission. By saying that he was to “bring good news 
to the poor,” Jesus found trouble. Today’s understanding of the word poor lacks texture. 
A contemporary reference to the poor refers to those who do not have resources, 
especially those who do not have money. The first century understanding of poor 
(πτωχοῖς) included much more contour, according to Joel B. Green. The poor included 
those who had little social status as well. The Gerasene demoniac (Luke 8:26-35) had no 
clothes, showing his illness and his lack of status in community. Zacchaeus (19:1-10) 
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may have had money, but his status as a tax collector excluded him from the wider 
community. When Jesus healed the ten lepers (17:11-19), he did more than take away 
their sickness. He told them to show the priests in order to be restored to the community. 
Jesus showed, as recorded in Luke, that his purpose was to redeem and restore those who 
had been pushed out of the broader society (Jesus of Nazareth 69). 
While the proclamation of his intention came early, the ministry of Jesus did not 
immediately embody the full extension of God’s justice and mercy. John M. Penney 
argues that the work of Jesus in the early chapters of the third gospel is a consistent 
reference to the prophetic ministry. In the acts of raising the son of a widow in Nain 
(Luke 7:11-16), multiplying food (9:12-17), controlling nature (8:22-25), and healing 
leprosy (17:11-19), Jesus was consistently aligning himself and allowing others to align 
him with a prophetic lineage, particularly Elijah and Elisha (44). According to Penney, 
these miraculous acts were first about demonstrating prophetic anointing. A secondary 
accomplishment of these miraculous signs was a foretaste, fulfilling “his servant ministry 
to inaugurate Israel’s redemption (Luke 24:19) and Gentile incorporation into Israel” 
(46). 
Harold Dollar agrees that Luke presents a gradual movement from “particularism 
to universalism” (20). Luke was likely familiar with the Markan account of the gospel. 
Therefore, any narrative differences make Luke’s intentions clearer. Dollar cites that 
Luke omits two of Mark’s references to the gospel being shared to all the nations (Mark 
13:10; 14:9). Luke also omits a Markan passage that makes Jewish food laws obsolete 
(Mark 7). Instead of the abruptness of Mark’s Jesus who breaks in and immediately 
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reorients the world, Luke chooses to use both of his volumes (Luke and Acts) to unfold 
the blessing of Yahweh for all nations (22-23). 
Perhaps, keeping Green, Dollar, and Penney in mind provides the best 
understanding of Luke’s account. The Father sent Jesus as a fulfillment of the greater 
goal. From the very beginning of his ministry, Jesus prophetically proclaimed a new 
world and shared good news that included the outcast. This inclusion was based on the 
promise of God to Abraham and was heralded by Isaiah. Further, Jesus directed his 
ministry toward any who were poor, whether Jew or Gentile. State of need, rather than 
state of ethnicity, determined the orientation of Jesus in the third gospel. 
Yahweh’s covenant with Abraham birthed the dream of God’s people being a 
blessing to all nations. Prophets from Israel’s kingdom period, Elijah and Elisha, gave 
glimpses of the future hope. The story of Jonah tells of a God who used all of his creation 
to bring blessing. No matter how one breaks down the authorship of Isaiah, the writer(s) 
made universal hope apparent. While the fullness of the universal hope was not realized 
until after the resurrection of Jesus, his ministry embodied that vision. Through linking 
his actions to Elijah and Elisha, through reference to Isaiah, and through sending his 
disciples to a despised people, Jesus showed the values of his kingdom. After Jesus’ 
ascension, God used an unlikely and crude group of followers to make universal hope a 
reality. 
The Acts of the Apostles. The record of the Acts of the Apostles can be 
understood as the final unfolding of Jesus’ mission for universal inclusion. Perhaps, 
though, Luke saw his account as reaching further back, fulfilling the vision of inclusion 
that Isaiah had espoused. Looking at the mission of God as a play performed in three acts 
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may help to see from Luke’s perspective. In the first act, Israel made covenant with 
Yahweh but failed to recognize its true vocation of being a blessing to all nations as 
given to Abraham. In the second act, Jesus took the role of redemptor that Israel was to 
play with his followers becoming the restored Israel. Restoration of relationship with 
God was central to continuing the promise to Abraham. The Acts of the Apostles 
represents the third act, bringing “light and salvation to the nations” (Mallen 112). 
The third act begins with a covenant of sorts. While Acts 1:8 does not fit a typical 
covenantal pattern, the inclusion of a promise from God with a hope concerning the 
world harkens back to the Abrahamic covenant (Gen. 12). The promise in Acts 1:8 is that 
the disciples would be empowered by the Holy Spirit (ἁγίου πνεύµατος). In this 
covenant, Jesus is clear about his expectations. Empowered by the Holy Spirit, the 
disciples are to be his “witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends 
of the earth.” This commissioning covenant becomes a framework for Luke’s entire story 
of the early Church. Using Acts 1:8, this research explores the specific emphases in 
mission found in Acts, including empowerment of the Holy Spirit, the practical 
application of being “witnesses,” and the increasingly inclusive gospel of Jesus Christ. 
The Holy Spirit is ubiquitous in Acts. Forms of the root πνεῦµα occur seventy 
times in Acts. First Corinthians contains the next highest number of occurrences of 
πνεῦµα with forty. To explain the importance of the Holy Spirit in the formation of the 
church, Bevans refers to the Spirit’s role in all of creation: “The Spirit creates the church, 
calls the church into being through mission” (10). Like the blessings of Abraham, the gift 
of the Holy Spirit was not for God’s people to hold for themselves. Instead, the Holy 
Spirit was to be used to tell and show the world the power of Jesus Christ.  
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Commissioning through the Holy Spirit is an important discussion in Acts as well. 
Luke seems to suggest either no time or no reason was established to set up definitive 
orders of ministry. In fact, the empowerment of the Holy Spirit was available to all. An 
early passage, in particular, gives insight to the issue of the Holy Spirit’s role in 
commissioning. After Peter and John witness before and are released by the court of the 
High Priest (Acts 4), they bring a report to the church. Upon hearing Peter and John’s 
report, the church, led by no one in particular, began to pray for boldness of speech (4:24-
30). When they had finished praying, the earth shook, “and they were all [emphasis 
mine] filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God with boldness” (4:31). The 
commissioning appears to be upon all believers in the Messiah (Mallen 192).  
A second passage that demands a great deal of study on this subject is the 
ministry of the seven chosen to “wait on tables” (Acts 6-8). Green argues that Luke is not 
telling the story to explain how to delegate authority. Rather, Luke tells the story to 
lampoon human pigeonholing of the gifts of the Holy Spirit (“Session 7”). The Apostles, 
including Peter, placed a high priority on devoting themselves “to prayer and to serving 
the Word” (6:4). The text implies that the apostles could not serve tables, pray, and serve 
the Word as well. If something was to be left to others, the disciples chose to not serve 
the tables. This decision conflicts directly with the previous actions of the Apostles, 
whose work of healing had led to the conversion of many (3:1-10; 5:12-16). As a result 
of this decision, Peter forfeits the mission of Jesus, passing it off to others.  
Perhaps more damaging for the Church was the marginalizing of the Holy Spirit’s 
commissioning. The seven who were chosen to serve had already been gifted with the 
Holy Spirit (6:3). Further commissioning could not be necessary; however, Peter 
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commissions them to “wait on tables,” caring for the poor among the Hellenists. Further, 
while Stephen certainly does the work of service on behalf of others, the reason he is 
eventually martyred is his proclamation, for “they could not withstand the wisdom and 
the Spirit with which he spoke” (6:10). Believers, endowed with the Holy Spirit, are all 
commissioned to be witnesses, in word and deed, to the ends of the earth.  
While the first six chapters of Acts focus on the work of the Apostles in 
Jerusalem, a shift occurs with the commissioning of Stephen, Philip, and the others. The 
story moves to other places. Philip preaches in Samaria. Saul is converted on the road to 
Damascus. The work of those in Jerusalem appears to be happening in the background. In 
fact, the next time Luke locates Peter, he has traveled to Lydda (9:32). The book of Acts 
is not about the Apostles; it is the story of followers of Jesus being sent to fulfill Acts 1:8. 
The Holy Spirit controls more than the commissioning of the witnesses. The 
Spirit also controls the medium of the witness; therefore, the gospel message is 
appropriated in many different ways through believers. Peter preaches to bear witness at 
Pentecost (2:14-36). Peter and John heal the beggar at the Beautiful Gate (3:1-10). 
Stephen performs “great signs and wonders” and wins the favor of many (6:8-15). Philip 
shares personally that Jesus is the fulfillment of prophecy (8:26-40). Ananaias offers 
hospitality to Saul (9:1-22). To some extent, the Holy Spirit enabled these examples to 
occur, and in each instance, the disciples bore witness to Jesus Christ. One of the 
mistakes made by missiologists, including David Jacobus Bosch, has been to define 
witness narrowly as vocal proclamation of the gospel (116). Luke appears to define 
witness (µαρτυρέω) more broadly. Witness is giving an account, as Lesslie Newbigin 
says, “in word and deed and common life” to the justice and mercy of Jesus Christ 
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(Gospel 129). As Evvy Hay Campbell explains, “[A]ll three are needed: words to clarify 
deeds, deeds to verify the meaning of words, and power to announce the source of all 
good deeds” (43). The church in the book of Acts broadened the vessels and 
understanding of witness. 
Luke writes that the Holy Spirit creates the mission and oversees the means of 
appropriating the gospel. The Holy Spirit also directs the location of the witness. This 
study has established that Luke continues to unfold the inclusive vision of blessing for all 
nations. That this increasingly inclusive and universal blessing continues to be grounded 
in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ should be remembered. Because Jesus 
Christ is the basis of the vision in Acts, Luke clearly believes that inclusive vision is 
rooted in God’s promises all the way back to Abraham. Therefore, a witness to Jesus 
Christ points all the way back to God’s initial purposes. 
As the vision unfolds, the Holy Spirit guides believers to extend the blessings of 
God in concentric circles (Bevans 9). The door was first opened to “devout Jews from 
every nation” on Pentecost (Luke 2:5). Then, the door was opened to the half-Jews of 
Samaria (8:14-17). Philip’s encounter with the Ethiopian Eunuch, a “wannabe Jew” 
(Bevans 10), further widens the circle (8:26-40). Finally, the conversion of Cornelius’ 
household (10:1-48) and the establishment of the church in Antioch (11:19-30) fulfill 
God’s desire from Gen. 12. Through the gift of the Holy Spirit, the people of God were 
extending blessing to all nations.  
Paul—a model of mission. If Acts tells the story of the development of the early 
movement of the church, then the letters of Paul provide insight to the specific workings 
of the earliest mission outposts. Paul understood his job to be continually helping 
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believers to play their role in the mission of God. The letters of Paul provide a picture of 
the early Church’s involvement in the mission of God. This section is not an exhaustive 
look at Paul’s works. However, studying two of the undisputed letters of Paul, Romans 
and 1 Corinthians, provides a sound basis for understanding Paul’s missiological 
perspective (Barram 54). 
Before looking specifically at the content of the letters, this research explores the 
life of Paul as recorded in Luke’s account in Acts and through his letters. First, tracking 
the missionary travels of Paul provides a testimony to the wideness of God’s grace. 
Luke’s story of the early Church, as found in Acts, ends abruptly without giving an idea 
as to how far the gospel would stretch through Paul’s faithfulness. Paul envisioned his 
duty “to be a minister of Christ Jesus to the Gentiles in the priestly service of the gospel 
of God, so that the offering of the Gentiles may be acceptable, sanctified by the Holy 
Spirit” (Rom. 15:16). While the grounding for this vision is unclear, Paul believed his 
role was to perform the priestly duty of mediating between God and the Gentiles. In 
doing so, as C. Wright explains, Paul played the role of Israel and, perhaps, encourages 
other believers to do the same (Mission of God 525).  
Paul’s fidelity to the gospel of Jesus Christ also shaped his mission. He refused to 
allow an unnecessary hindrance to the gospel. Paul’s practice of tent making rather than 
accepting money from every church evidenced his fidelity to the gospel. Instead of 
entering into relationships built on market reciprocity, Paul made tents and sold them in 
the market (Malina 95). Paul spelled out the phenomenon to the church at Corinth, stating 
that he did not want to compromise his motivation for spreading the gospel by entering 
into a patron-client relationship (1 Cor. 9). He wanted to ensure that the gospel was “free 
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of charge” (1 Cor. 9:18). Joel N. Lohr ties the bi-vocational life of Paul to Christology as 
well. He argues that 1 Corinthians 9 can be linked with Paul’s statement, “Be imitators of 
me, as I am of Christ” (1 Cor. 11:1). Lohr compares Paul’s humility of performing a 
simple task and struggling to survive with the Incarnation of Jesus (187).  
Paul’s correspondences contain a wide variety of issues. However, a look at 
Romans, in particular, presents content that can be categorized in two ways. The letter to 
the church in Rome is Paul’s fullest theological treatise. Aimed as a defense of the gospel 
and a fuller explanation for theological questions, the first eleven chapters evidence the 
fullness of the righteousness of God and the accomplishments of God through Christ. 
These are the apologetic chapters. A switch occurs in chapter twelve, however. The verb 
tenses move from indicative to imperative (Hill 250). Rather than instructing the Roman 
church about the role of Christ in human history, Paul begins to instruct the Romans on 
the role of Christ in their lives. 
To say significant problems existed in the early Church would be an 
understatement. However, some areas appear to have been more problematic than others. 
The church in Corinth was problematic. The church experienced division over leadership 
(1 Cor. 1:10-17; 3:1-2), had difficulty during the central act of worship (11:2-14:40), and 
behaved no differently than the surrounding culture (5:1-20). While Paul’s response to 
these issues was based in righteousness and justice, the mission of God appeared as more 
than a secondary consideration. The faithful witness of believers was to provide the 
platform for the gospel. When the actions and attitudes of the believers were not faithful, 
the mission was at risk. Guder suggests that Paul’s ethics were often mission focused. 
“The love that the Christian community practices toward each other enables the 
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demonstration and explication of that love as good news to their neighbors, those next to 
them, those to whom they are sent” (“Lecture 1”). Paul instructed the followers of Jesus 
to effectively witness for Jesus Christ by living a life worthy of the gospel. 
Conclusion—New Testament 
The mission of God exploded in the first century. The life of Jesus was the 
fulfillment of Isaiah’s vision, replacing and relocating the understanding of Israel. The 
followers of Jesus were empowered by the Holy Spirit to embody the covenant that God 
made with Abraham in Genesis 12:1-3 fully. Mission in the New Testament includes both 
a sending of the good news to those in need as well as a focus on the daily ethics as a 
witness to the grace of Jesus Christ. 
Theology and Mission—Inseparable 
The relationship between theology and mission is long and eventful, to be sure. 
The conversation about the relationship lay dormant for centuries, as theology became 
the locus of the religious academy. The conversation experienced a revival in the early 
twentieth century (Pachuau 539). Mission was brought to the forefront when, in 1908, 
Martin Kahler suggested that mission is the “mother of theology.” The explosion of the 
mission of God in the early Church, held Kahler, was so expansive that the early Church 
was forced to do theology in the midst of living and growing. As a result, theology was, 
in the early years, very practical and very tied to the mission of God (Bosch 489). 
Over the centuries, the church gained prominence and power. Mission does not 
have the same urgency when the claim of faith in Christ pervades the culture. While the 
church gained prominence in the culture, theology held a solid position as the instructive 
focus of the church. Mission became a sub plot of the church. In some cases, mission 
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continued to be practiced actively. However, for the most part, mission became just one 
of many activities performed by the church. 
As the Enlightenment began to influence the Western world, the sole 
proprietorship of truth was transferred from history, or church, or family, to self. Each 
person was given the authority to judge ultimate truth with confidence. Therefore, any 
dogma or propagation simply became a nuisance or an oppressive system. The 
dominance of this Enlightenment thought led to pluralism, and the church in the Western 
world has been in decline since pluralism has become a primary cultural lens. Over the 
past century, the church has been increasingly marginalized and seems ill equipped to 
deal with the effects of pluralism (Guder, Missional Church 2). 
The good news is that the people of God have been in this situation before. In 
many ways, believers in twenty-first century North America may feel like Israelites 
during the exile or, perhaps, first century Christians. The church is losing control over a 
land where it was assumed the cultural owner. Consequently, the situation forces the 
church to eschew an approach assuming influence and to embrace a movement mentality. 
As previously noted, the mission of God became a focus for the people of God when 
Israel was in exile and when the New Testament church was birthed. The people of God 
needed to know that God’s purposes would be accomplished. They also needed 
instructions on how to live among pagans in a way that extended the blessings of God. 
As the realization of an increasingly pagan culture began to strike, some 
theologians began to reevaluate the mission of the church. The First World War had 
shattered the optimism that humanity was becoming more ethical. The hope of the world 
surely existed apart from the atrocities of humanity. In this setting, Karl Barth addressed 
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the Brandenburg Missionary Conference (1932), saying that mission was God’s activity, 
returning authority to God. Twenty years later at the Willingen Conference, the first 
articulation of the missio Dei was presented (Bosch 389).  
The most basic understanding of the missio Dei is that mission is God’s 
movement toward the world. The missio Dei is a theological concept that has revitalized 
missiology and has begun to move mission to the forefront of theology. The focus shifted 
to a God who continued to seek: “To participate in mission is to participate in the 
movement of God’s love toward people, since God is a fountain of sending love” (Bosch 
390). The fountain aims to refresh a hurting world. 
Because of the vision of an active Godhead, the missio Dei invigorated Trinitarian 
theology as well. Rather than focusing on attributes of God, the focus shifted to the 
actions of the Godhead: “The mission of the church was, so to speak, taken out of the 
doctrine of ecclesiology and resituated within the Father’s missionary sending of the Son 
and Spirit as an extension of God’s own mission” (Daugherty 163). As noted in the 
Biblical Foundations, when the narrative of biblical action tells the story of the Trinity, 
one cannot deny the sending nature of God who seeks to be reconciled with his creation. 
Further, the people of God are now the objects of his sending. As Seamands says, “It is 
God’s own mission in which we are invited to participate. The church is not as much a 
sending agency as it is a sent agency. We are sent because the triune God is Sender 
(Father), Sent (Son), and Sending (Holy Spirit)” (161). Today’s followers of Jesus 
continue a line of sending. 
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The development of the missio Dei was transformative, primarily because it 
recognized that the impetus for mission begins with God, not humans. Alan Roxburgh 
and Fred Romanuk describe the missio Dei as follows: 
The missio Dei is about a theocentric rather than anthropocentric 
understanding of Jesus’ life, death and resurrection which itself, as the 
apocalyptic engagement of God with the world, breaks into creation in 
order to call forth that which was promised from the beginning—that in 
this Jesus things will be brought back together and made new. (3) 
 
If the purposes for mission are rightly attributed to God, then our understanding of 
mission must change precipitously. At one point, mission in the West was understood to 
be about taking civilization to the heathens. This understanding led to a colonial attitude 
in which the colonial culture was valued as much as gospel. The missio Dei leaves no 
room for such colonial mission (Pachuau 543). The mission of God does not belong to an 
ethnicity, a continent, or a culture. Philip L. Wickeri said that, “Missio Dei implied a shift 
from a church-centered mission to a mission-centered church” (187). Mission is not 
simply a program of the church. 
Enlightenment and Pluralism 
The Enlightenment became the ultimate challenge to the church’s authority. 
While the previous, more Constantinian Age, looked to the church for meaning and truth, 
the Enlightenment relocated trusted sources of truth. The church no longer had specific 
claim to truth (see Newbigin, Gospel; “Pluralism”; Bosch). Instead, the individual and the 
natural world became the loci of truth (Nussbaum 70). In fact, reason (from the 
individual) and science (from nature) assumed the position as sources of knowledge for 
every area of life during the Enlightenment. 
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In the process of elevating reason and science, human senses become the only 
acceptable basis of perception. That is, the senses are the only link between an object or 
sensation and understanding. Through the sense of seeing, the link is made that a dog-
shaped animal is a dog. This sense perception is put against a mystical perception. 
Mystical perception works in a similar way but leads to mystical beliefs. The Age of 
Reason sided with others, including Bertrand Russell, who said, “Mysticism is, in 
essence, little more than a certain intensity and depth of feeling in regard to what is 
believed about the universe” (6). The proponents of mystical perception, including 
William P. Alston, accused those who believed sense perception to be the only reliable 
way of knowing of “Epistemic Imperialism” and a host of double standards (246). 
Missiologist Newbigin provides a deep discussion of this problematic 
epistemology. He calls the certainty of science into questions. If any epistemological 
system begins with assumptions, why are the assumptions of science any truer than the 
assumptions of faith or of art? Scientists, as Christians, are nurtured within a particular 
tradition with particular assumptions (Gospel 48). Further, Newbigin decries the claim 
that science and reason have authority over all of life, noting that neither Sir Frances 
Bacon nor Albert Einstein believed their theories to be ultimate truth (“Pluralism” 3, 5). 
However, the Age of Reason continued to lead the Western world into individualism and, 
ultimately, pluralism. 
The sharp critique hurled at the Enlightenment should be tempered for the 
integrity of the critic. The Enlightenment has resulted in worldviews that negatively 
affect the church and issues of faith; however, one cannot overlook the profound impact 
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and importance of the Enlightenment on our systems of thinking. In fact, the critics of the 
Enlightenment often use tools of Enlightenment thinking in their arguments. 
Though the church was an early thorn in the side of Enlightenment thinkers, in 
time, the church became a major proponent of the movement. Stone suggests that the 
church entered the Enlightenment movement by necessity. As the world was divided 
between public and private matters, the church was forced to decide where it fit within 
the social structure. “[I]f Christian faith is to be practiced as a form of ‘public’ witness, it 
will now have to be validated by ‘public’ (and therefore what are alleged to be universal) 
criteria of rationality or usefulness” (134). In other words, to have a place in the public 
square, the church had to prove its rational abilities.  
Meanwhile, the church was undergoing a seismic shift of its own. The Age of 
Reason and individualism became fuel for a reforming fire. While previous reform 
movements, such as the Jesuits and Monasticism, became orders within the church, the 
Enlightenment’s emphasis on privatization gave rise to a web of new denominations. 
John Wesley and the Methodist Movement are examples of the explosive power of 
Enlightenment individualism. Wesley spent his life tied to the Church of England, and his 
vision for Methodism was to be a reforming influence within the Church of England. 
However, the unwillingness of the Church of England to send missionaries to America 
perplexed Wesley and caused him great pain. Finally, at the age of eighty, Wesley broke 
the law of the Church of England and ordained Thomas Coke as a missionary to America 
(Collins 138).  
Wesley struggled with the pull toward privatization and individuality in a way 
that his followers have not. Between 1785 and 1968, the Methodist movement endured 
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twenty-seven schisms (“Methodist Family”). This number does not include the fifty-eight 
Pentecostal denominations, which find their roots in Methodism as well (“Pentecostal 
Family”). The individual has autonomy of thought and action. That autonomy is to be 
respected and expected to be acted upon. 
In North America, this privatization continued throughout modernity with the 
help of the Church. Indeed, the Church participated in the privatization by submitting its 
claims to the methodologies of the Enlightenment. The Church was not only co-opted by 
modernity; the Church “became a chaplain to society” (Goheen 167). 
McDonaldization and the Rise of the Megachurch 
As the Western world grew more corporate in nature, the church followed suit. 
Denominations expanded beyond parish ministry and missions to include parachurch 
organizations and agencies. Each of these layers performed specific jobs. Van Gelder 
reports that this phase of denominational history (1920-70) could be called the corporate 
denomination. During this period, the church adopted corporate structures and 
expectations. One of the values in the corporate culture of the time was uniformity 
(Missional Church 38). McDonald’s mastered the idea that a burger’s taste and 
presentation be the same in Flagstaff, Arizona, and Brundidge, Alabama. Within 
denominationalism, a similar expectation was set. In all locations, the Methodist 
franchise would be structured in this way, would worship in this way, would do ministry 
in this way, would have pastors trained in this way. In modernity, franchising worked 
fairly well. Everyone knew what to expect, and consistency was valued. Uniformity was 
only one result of corporate influence on the church. 
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The corporate culture has affected the church in many ways. This research 
focused on two other primary effects of corporate culture on the church, including the 
emphasis on centralized structures and affirmation of consumerism. First, rational and 
centralized systems were put into place to do the work of the church. Protestant churches 
are not the only churches that cast their lot with corporate and capitalistic models. 
Vatican II introduced new structures to function in areas such as education, health, and 
social services (Kennedy 110). In essence, what had been understood to be the work of 
the church was farmed out to more efficient organizations. With the centralization of the 
mission, each diocese became extremely powerful but slow and bureaucratically insular. 
According to Rev. John P. Beal, the hope for the Roman Catholic Church in North 
America may be found in the church’s canon law, which could “be the ecclesial 
conscience that prevents a corporation with the soul of a church from becoming a church 
with the soul of a corporation” (qtd. in Kennedy 123). Hope continues to exist in even 
bureaucratic ecclesiological systems. 
A second result of the corporate culture’s influence on the church was both an 
implicit and, at times, explicit affirmation of consumption. The church became a provider 
of religious services. The implications of the church becoming another marketplace 
structure were far reaching. The pastor became chief executive officer or franchise 
manager. The congregation became the customers. Church programming became the 
product. The tithe became payment for services rendered. While the corporate model was 
damaging to the ecclesiology of the church, it was, perhaps, more damaging to the world 
in which the churches ministered. Rampant consumerism became North America’s 
greatest export during this time. While the Church had a chance to vocalize opposition to 
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this new form of imperialism, the church decided, instead, to reinforce values of 
consumption (Bauckham 96).  
As the church was more eager to aid the broader culture to become more 
consumer-driven, a confluence of cultural factors combined to allow for the emergence of 
the megachurch and the church growth movement. The parish mentality shifted as people 
began attending churches that accommodated the customer and offered the best 
programs. Critics of the church growth movement considered it a syncretism of the 
gospel; however, anthropological and evangelistic insights were the foundations of the 
movement (Van Rheenen 27). While the advocates and practitioners of the church growth 
movement were earnest in their desire to reach pre-Christian people, some problems 
emerged with the movement. For example, much of the increase did not include pre-
Christian people but instead included a “migration of Christians from one church to 
another” (McNeal 22). In addition, the mantra of growth gave license to indiscriminant 
growth. Church growth leader George G. Hunter, III sums up the problematic 
nomenclature:  
[W]e are now clearer than before that the key term growth is not [original 
emphasis] as simple—and its meaning is not as self-evident—as we first 
thought. Some of us now sympathize with our critics’ charge that not all 
growth is good, and some is even undesirable. (Apostolic Congregation 
xxi) 
 
The movement that held promise turned into a highly scrutinized endeavor. 
At the end of modernity, the come-and-see approach to the mission of the church 
was disintegrating. The disunity of postmodernity called the uniformity and the 
predictability of the corporate denomination into question. The recent economic recession 
has begun a critical public discourse on consumerism. Further, pluralism and secularism 
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continues to rise in America. Recent studies show that the number of those who report no 
religion has nearly doubled since 1990. In that same time, the total number of 
respondents who claim Christian faith has decreased by 10 percent (Kosmin and Keysar 
3). 
With the information age, physical location has been replaced by cultural and/or 
technological location. Therefore, where the parish mentality previously seemed 
appropriate for geographic locations, the missional movement appeals to the Church to 
target specific cultures and microcultures. While some in the missional church movement 
have little use for denominations (see Frost and Hirsch, Shaping of Things; Cole, Organic 
Church), others believe that denominations are key to the transformation of the church. 
For example, Roxburgh writes, “Only within an extended system of congregations that 
have created some kind of tradition is it possible to form environments that result in a 
systemic change in DNA” (Van Gelder, Missional Church 78). This movement from 
uniformity to focus on microcultures has implications beyond the local church.  
Missional Church 
The missional church movement has aimed right for the shift from “church-
centered mission to a mission-centered church” (Wickeri 187). The Gospel and Our 
Culture Network birthed this missional church movement as an attempt to center the 
North American church on the missio Dei. Since then, other streams developed that 
focused on different areas of emphasis within the missional church. The groups share a 
common foundation as well as common themes, including the apostolic vision of 
sending, organic growth, and the role of the Holy Spirit. 
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The literature review shows the dual method of witness employed in the Bible. At 
times, the people of God provide a passive witness, living as exemplars and beckoning 
the world to come to the holy mountain of God. On other occasions, God sends the 
people of God out to participate in the redemption of creation. This sense of sending to 
the mission field is a major part of the story of the life of Jesus as well as that of the early 
Church. The apostolic vision of sending refers to the early Church’s primary approach to 
mission, being “‘sent out’ by the Lord of the Harvest to pre-Christian populations” 
(Hunter, Apostolic Congregation xvii). Guder suggests that the entire apostolic strategy 
was “to form witnessing communities” (“Promise and Threat”). Every witnessing 
community becomes an outpost for further sending. 
The apostolic vision of sending does not allow the church simply to wait on 
nonbelievers to find the doors of the church. Instead, it compels the church to ask the 
question, “If Jesus is not only working in the church, why aren’t we out there?” (Vencer). 
The call is for engagement with culture, rather than withdrawal. Alan Hirsch says, “We 
ought to see how we can engage our culture on its own turf (missional), rather than 
expecting them to come to ours (attractional)” (The Forgotten Ways 37). Moving out of 
the safety of pews and stained glass is guided by an apostolic ethos.  
Hunter describes proliferation growth as akin to the spread of grasses and other 
plants. The roots continuously find the most fertile soil and sprout in those locations (The 
Apostolic Congregation 23). The proliferation of the church is an organic movement that 
occurs when missionaries seek the people group that is most ready to join into the 
mission of redemption. Therefore, much of the work of the missional church occurs 
underground, finding fertile soil by building relationship before ever sprouting publicly.  
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Organic is not only a description of the growth of the missional church. The word 
also describes the movement’s primary way of communicating. Marshall McLuhan’s 
reminder that the “medium is the message” is no more true than in comparing the 
communication tools of the missional movement with the megachurch movement 
(McLuhan and Gordon xi). While the missional movement includes books as important 
foundations of the movement, Weblogs and Web-based networking sites, such as 
Facebook and Twitter, provide a forum for the organic spread of the movement. This use 
of technology should not be overlooked because it provides insight to the movement’s 
desire to be as organic as possible, creating networks that spring from relationships. The 
more attractional megachurch movement gained momentum through large conferences at 
churches such as Willow Creek Community Church and Saddleback Community Church. 
Trust in the work of the Holy Spirit plays a significant role in the missional 
movement. While Christendom models of church favor order manifested in 
denominational structures, the missional movement trusts the Holy Spirit as the sender, 
the architect, and the one who completes mission. As stated earlier, the book of Acts 
provides a picture of the Holy Spirit as the impetus for the movement of the early 
Church. However, the Holy Spirit did not stop working in the first century. Guder says 
the church continues to have the opportunity to join God’s mission: “As the church 
continues to submit to the work of God’s Spirit through the authoritative and normative 
biblical Word, it is empowered to continue the apostolic ministry” (Missional Church 
256). Further, the Holy Spirit guides the missio Dei toward the consummation and the 
reign of Christ (Van Gelder, Ministry 35).  
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Ordering the Movement 
Churches, organizations, seminaries, and theologians use the term missional with 
increased frequency. Reggie McNeal notes that missional has reached the “tipping point” 
(Missional Renaissance xv). A keyword search on missional brings up 443 book titles on 
WorldCat (“Missional,” WorldCat.org). However, books are not the only measure of the 
missional movement. In fact, social networking sites and blogs are important links for 
missional leaders. A quick Google search shows that in one day alone, seventy-five blogs 
used the word missional in the title (“Missional,” Google.com).  
One of the primary areas of confusion about the missional movement is its 
relationship to the emerging movement. The two movements have been somewhat related 
in their desire to bring innovation to the church; however, they developed quite 
differently and have different goals. The emerging movement shows more interest in the 
formation and understanding of the church. For instance, emerging Christians recognize a 
movement beyond the modernist, bifurcated view of the church that places liturgicals, 
social justice Christians, renewalists, and conservatives at odds with one another (Tickle 
140). The goal is to communicate more effectively with the broader culture and have a 
better understanding of the meaning of the church. 
The missional movement has been inconsistent in responding to the emerging 
movement. Guder warns that the emerging movement is a reduction of the gospel, which 
tends to tie the Church too closely to culture (“Promise and Threat”). Where the church is 
tied so closely to culture, it will simply embody the problems of the culture. Hirsch, 
however, appears to welcome the emerging group into the missional conversation, 
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referring to the “emerging missional church” throughout one of his primary literature 
contributions (Forgotten Ways 66).  
The rapid growth of the missional movement, along with confusion about the 
movement, makes surveying the movement difficult. Therefore, ordering the movement 
is important in researching the movement. The Leadership Journal has been extremely 
helpful in mapping the movement. Viewing the movement as a tree, The Leadership 
Journal places Guder’s Missional Church as the root, while identifying the branches of 
the missional church movement as “missional leaders,” “missional communities,” and 
“missional disciples” (see Figure 2.2). 
 
 
Source: Hirsch, “Defining Missional. LeadershipJournal.net.” 
Figure 2.2. Missional family tree. 
The Trunk: Missional Church 
Missional Leaders 
Missional Communities 
Missional Disciples 
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The Trunk—The Gospel and Our Culture Network 
In 1998, through The Gospel and Our Culture Network (GOCN), Guder edited a 
collection of essays from theologians and teachers entitled, Missional Church: A Vision 
for the Sending of the Church in North America. The goal was to spawn a theological 
revolution and fundamentally change how religious academies conceived and taught 
theology (Guder, Missional Church 7). Guder claims that a consistent reductionism has 
recurred throughout Christian history that downplays the mission of God in favor of the 
institution of the Church (Continuing Conversion 188). The addition of the suffix al to 
the word mission was done intentionally to call into question the church’s understanding 
of its witness to the world. Guder further explains, “We were obviously engaging in a 
polemic endeavor. We were critiquing reductions of mission to one of several clusters of 
activities that are proper to the church: worship, fellowship, service,… and, in some 
cases, mission” (“Lecture 1”). The goal of theological revolution was achieved. 
The GOCN is the academic stream of the missional church movement, attempting 
to reshape the study of the church toward the missio Dei. More precisely, the group 
focuses on ecclesiology. While ecclesiology has been a focus of theologians for centuries, 
precise inquiry into the mission and purpose of the church has been lacking. As Guder 
says, “Ecclesiology neglects mission totally” (“Promise and Threat”). Missional church 
places the focus squarely on a missional ecclesiology for the Church in North America. 
Over the last decade, the GOCN has produced eight books dealing with the 
ministry of the missional church, developed a newsletter, and launched (and relaunched) 
a Web site. The books have ranged from evaluating missional communities (i.e., Barrett) 
to, most recently, how denominations fit into the missional church schema (i.e., Van 
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Gelder, Missional Church in Context). The current focus of activity for the GOCN is the 
development of a structured missional hermeneutic. In a recent newsletter, George 
Hunsberger outlines a strategy for reading Scripture through the lens of mission. Through 
this new venture in missional hermeneutics, the GOCN continues to provide a strong 
trunk for the missional movement. 
Life in Missional Communities 
Missional communities bear witness to the coming kingdom of God (Guder, 
Missional Church 101). Newbigin lays the foundation for this understanding. In Sign of 
the Kingdom, Newbigin argues that in the twentieth century, the church outsourced the 
primary functions of the witnessing community to other organizations. Caring for the 
widow and orphan was given to parachurch organizations. Evangelism was handed to 
organizations such as Crusade for Christ. The church has given the ministry of the 
individual witness away to professional clergy. These are all functions that missional 
communities should perform (59). 
Newbigin paints a picture of a church whose people are deeply connected to the 
hurts and troubles of the neighborhood. The connection to the neighborhood becomes 
their witness, according to Newbigin, because it flows from relationship with God:  
“Then it is possible for the outsider to see that the one springs from the 
other and he is led to ask about the spring from which faith, hope and love 
flow. The compassion and the action of the church members then become 
signs that point beyond themselves” (61). 
 
The life of a missional community necessarily connects hurting neighbors with a loving 
God. 
Some of the pioneers in discussing the life of the missional community are 
Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch. If the GOCN is the academic trunk of the missional 
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movement, then Frost and Hirsch are the first well-known practitioners (Hirsch, “Streams 
of Missional”). With experience in turning dying congregations into community 
embracing and life-changing vessels of God, Hirsch and Frost bring a decidedly 
sociological focus to the missional conversation.  
While the GOCN appear to hang in the areas of missiology and ecclesiology, 
Frost and Hirsch are forming a practical Christology. According to them, Christology 
(what one believes about Jesus) informs missiology (how one understands one’s 
purpose), which, in turn, shapes ecclesiology (how to form and structure the Church; 
ReJesus 6). In their latest work ReJesus, the authors openly criticize theologians for 
making Christology “a complex science that in effect excludes the theologically 
uninitiated person” (13). Through the Forge Training Network, the Forgotten Ways Web 
site, and numerous teaching engagements, Frost and Hirsch are positioning themselves to 
be equippers of the next church movement (Forge America; The Forgotten Ways). 
The Christendom church, according to Frost and Hirsch, is “attractional, dualistic, 
and hierarchical” (Shaping of Things 18). An attractional mode skews and distorts the 
gospel to be about meeting the needs of the individual. Dualistic refers to holding such 
strict lines between the sacred and profane that God’s movement in the world cannot be 
detected. The hierarchical church is bloated with bureaucracy and cannot respond to 
quickly changing microcultures. In contrast, Frost and Hirsch are calling the church to be 
“incarnational, messianic, and apostolic” (21). Through being incarnational, the missional 
church moves out to be with people instead of expecting them to come to church. A 
messianic community does not present sharp contrasts between the sacred and profane. 
Instead, the messianic community practices an active faith in Jesus Christ. Lastly, instead 
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of being top heavy and slow, the apostolic community is continually finding new people 
groups to reach and new places to take the gospel. 
Furthering the discussion of missional communities, Hirsch makes distinction 
between “community” and “communitas” (Forgotten Ways 217). Communitas happens 
when a group gathers around a certain purpose or change. Hirsch speaks of the 
communitas experienced among teenage boys as they experience changes in their roles, 
their bodies, and their way of relating to one another. During that time, boys establish 
strong bonds. For the church, communitas occurs when people gather around mission. 
Hirsch, therefore, defines communitas as “the journey of a group of people that find each 
other only in a common pursuit of a vision and of a mission that lies beyond itself. Its 
energies are primarily directed outward and forward” (236). Missional communities 
experience communitas through the mission of God. 
While the shared mission of God forge missional communities, other markers of 
missional communities also exist. Frost and Hirsch talk specifically about how missional 
groups interact with the broader community. Rather than withdrawing or putting up 
facades, missional communities interact with the broader community with authenticity. 
This incarnational mark of missional groups seeks to create a “real connection” that 
shows the broader community that Jesus cares for them, a “real demonstration” that 
works on behalf of the broader community, “real access” through deep involvement in 
the community, and “real encounter” that plants Christ in the hearts of the people of the 
community (Shaping of Things 73). 
In a similar way, Neil Cole describes the missional community as being organic. 
As the missional community builds relationships, it should be able to shift and mold to 
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respond to what is happening in the broader community. This organic ethos makes for 
more dynamic leadership and organization. Cole presents an anatomical metaphor to 
make his point. The missional community is not bound by an exoskeleton that limits 
movement and growth. Instead, the structure of missional community acts as an 
endoskeleton that allows for growth and maturation in an organic way (Organic Church 
125). 
Missional Leadership 
According to Alan Roxburgh, every congregation holds a missional vision 
(“Church Transformation”). Lying deep within every group of Christians is a call to 
relate to the broader community in redemptive ways. Two factors lie at the base of this 
understanding. First, God calls his people for a purpose. Second, the Holy Spirit 
continues to be active in the lives of believers, even if little life appears among them. 
Missional leaders, then, “cultivate an environment that releases the missional imagination 
of the people of God” (Roxburgh and Romanuk 21). 
In the world of the corporate church, big personalities and programs 
overshadowed the organic movement of vision within the people of God (Roxburgh, 
“Church Transformation”). Will Mancini says that each church has a unique role to play 
in the mission of God. The imposition of outside programs and borrowed strategies 
neglects this uniqueness (9). Therefore, the missional leader extracts missional qualities 
of a particular church rather than imposing the latest program.  
One of the more helpful paradigms used by Mancini illustrates how a missional 
community finds its unique vision. The “kingdom concept” defines how the church will 
affect the community for the mission of God. The kingdom concept is found is the 
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confluence of three elements of the church. The “local predicament” describes the 
location of the church and the specific issues of the surrounding community. The 
“collective potential” includes all resources available to the church. The “apostolic esprit” 
describes the ideas that energize leadership. Where these three meet, the local church 
finds its kingdom concept (85). The missional leader guides this discernment process. 
While a primary missional leader may guide the process, in missional 
communities, missional leadership teams share the vision and move the vision forward. 
R. Paul Stevens laments that the call of God to all believers has been narrowed to such a 
degree in Christendom that only ecclesiastical calls are recognized (155). Performing 
functions for the mission of God is a product of a Christian’s relationship with God. In 
Christendom, unfortunately, those functions became identified with clerical offices (146). 
The result of the professionalization of ministry led to a sharp distinction between laity 
and clergy. Missional communities lessen this distinction between laity and clergy 
greatly, involving a wide range of people in the leadership of the church.  
True community and discipleship are key ingredients to a missional leadership 
team, which should embody the greatest hopes of the missional congregation (Rouse and 
Van Gelder 86). If the broader church is to be a sign of the coming reign of God, then the 
leadership team should model the reign of God as well. Through true community and 
personal discipleship, missional leadership teams create a healthy climate where the Holy 
Spirit can lead the church (91). 
Undergirding the entire conversation about missional leadership is an 
understanding that the Holy Spirit is a work within the people of God. Van Gelder notes 
that the massive changes in societal attitude toward the church could be evidence of 
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God’s movement (Ministry 48). Even in times of change and disruption, missional 
leadership trusts the movement of the Holy Spirit and asks, “What is God doing?” and, 
“What does God want to do?” (58, 60). 
Missional Discipleship 
Stanley Hauerwas and William H. Willimon broke ground when they proclaimed 
in 1989 that Christians in America were Resident Aliens. In the nearly twenty years since 
publication, Resident Aliens has been found to be an accurate description of life. 
Christians must necessarily live differently in a post-Christendom age. To give guidance 
to such a discussion, Michael Frost wrote Exiles: Living Missionally in a Post-Christian 
Culture in which he describes memories, promises, criticisms, and songs that inform life 
for Christians in this new world (vii, viii). As exiles, Christians are to point toward a 
better way. “By living expansive lives of justice, kindness, hospitality, and generosity we 
model the life of Jesus to those who would never attend a church service or read the New 
Testament” (73-74). Again, the fulfillment of God’s promise that Abraham’s people 
would be a blessing to all nations continues. 
Missional discipleship consists of two key components. First, to be a disciple, 
necessarily, means that one is a witness. Therefore, discipleship does not stop at 
evangelism and conversion. Instead, from the very beginning, the process is “oriented 
toward the reign of God” (Chilcote and Warner xxvi). Membership is not an end unto 
itself. Rather, “the Church is God’s instrument for the healing of creation” (Guder, 
“Promise & Threat”). Discipleship equips the believer to know the faith, to relate to 
others, and to live in a way that nonbelievers come to faith. In other words, missional 
discipleship focuses on “orthodoxy, orthopathy, and orthopraxy” (Hirsch, ReJesus 156). 
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The second key component for missional discipleship involves the environment 
for growing missional disciples. In the missional church, relationships are the conduits 
for real transformation. Catechism is delivered through intensely relational processes. 
While group instruction may exist, individual mentoring and small group experiences 
provide the forum for discovery, reflection, and action. 
Life Transformation Groups (LTGs) are a good example of the importance of 
intense relationship as a platform for transformation. Developed by Cole, LTGs only 
involve two or three individuals. The time spent together includes confession, Scripture 
reading, and prayer. When a fourth person comes to join the LTG, a second group is 
created (Search & Rescue 166). Each LTG, then, becomes another witness for the gospel 
with organic growth possibilities. 
The apostolic and relational emphases of the missional church movement have a 
profound effect on how missional disciples live. In the come-and-see church, effort is 
directed toward gathering the faithful often for worship, study, prayer, and administrative 
duties. Because of this tendency, those who would be the best witnesses for Jesus Christ 
are removed from the mission field. Conversely, missional disciples are encouraged to 
move outward, toward the community. The simplicity of missional discipleship frees the 
disciple to be active salt and light in the world. Therefore, missional disciples “create 
margin in our lives for the other” (Noel). 
John Franke believes that missional theologians and practitioners “get accused by 
some of domesticating the gospel” (“Roundtable Discussion”). For example, in a culture 
dominated by the corporate church with professional clergy, some may question the 
wisdom of not having well educated leaders of these groups. One may argue that the 
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work of discipleship belongs solely to those with specific training. The missional church, 
however, trusts the Holy Spirit with discipleship. As Franke says, “The domestication 
occurs when one group pins [the gospel] down for everyone else” (“Roundtable 
Discussion”). Missional discipleship values the malleability of structure in order to help 
followers of Jesus to be salt and light. 
The Role of Ecclesiology in the Movement 
For the proponents of the missional church movement, proper missiology leads to 
proper ecclesiology. If the church is only an instrument of mission, then the mission 
determines the shape and practices of the church. Mission, then, governs structure and 
polity. Of course, the missional movement claims the work of missiologists, such as 
Bosch and Newbigin, as the foundation of the movement; however, other theologians 
hold this understanding as well. Barth’s importance to the movement has already been 
noted. He writes, “Its mission is not additional to its being. It is, as it is sent and active in 
its mission. It builds up itself for the sake of its mission and in relation to it” (725). The 
church does not exist apart from mission. 
Further, Jürgen Moltmann ties the mission directly to the work of God. He writes, 
“It is not the church that has a mission of salvation to fulfill in the world; it is the mission 
of the Son and the Spirit through the Father that includes the church” (64). Frost and 
Hirsch pick up on this important starting point. Rather than starting with mission, Frost 
and Hirsch start with Christology. According to them, the church cannot understand its 
mission without understanding the mission and purpose of Jesus Christ: “Churches that 
have got this basic formula wrong never really engage in mission and so lose touch with 
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Jesus” (Shaping of Things 209). Missional ecclesiology has less to do with structure and 
more to do with purpose. 
The missional church’s relationship with denominational structure ebbs and 
flows. The primary concern of the missional movement appears to be that denominational 
structure would be applied to local congregations and thwart the organic movement of the 
Holy Spirit (Frost and Hirsch, Shaping of Things 21). Hirsch provides a more helpful 
paradigm in The Forgotten Ways. He describes “networked structures,” which enable and 
expand ministry while being agile enough to change directions quickly (196). These 
networked structures allow organic movement to shape direction. Cole’s image of the 
exoskeleton is instructive as well (Organic Church 125). 
Even with the insistence that missiology leads ecclesiology, the missional 
movement does not retreat from engaging the church on ecclesiological issues. At times, 
the conversation is geared around missional movements being an extension of existing 
ecclesiological structures. McNeal tells of his own experience in a missional community, 
which an existing, traditional church helped to birth. Through help with financial 
management and the gift of some human resources, the missional community became an 
extension of the existing, traditional church (Missional Renaissance 149). 
In most situations, however, the missional movement protests current 
ecclesiological structures and settings. In order for something new to emerge, some parts 
of the current way of doing church will necessarily have either to undergo massive 
change or to be totally deconstructed. Alan Roxburgh and M. Scott Boren write, “In order 
to travel the missional river, we all have dams that we must tear down first” (62). The 
missional movement does not shy away from deconstructionist conversations. 
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Of course, a complicated relationship with the existing church marks most 
movements. For all of the connection that the missional church has with the reformed 
church, the movement’s relationship to the church reflects, to some degree, the early 
Methodist movement of Wesley. Wesley recognized the disconnection of the Church of 
England from the lives of most people, and he sought to create a system that would be a 
remedy for that disconnect. In the meantime, he worked as both an extension of the 
Church of England and as a protestor. Taylor Burton-Edwards refers to this relationship 
as a complicated symbiotic system: “The Methodist movement was sending the sheep out 
to pasture and to reproduce. The established church was gathering the sheep into the fold 
for rest and protection” (12). Reform, of course, is nothing new to the church. 
When thinking in terms of ecclesiology, the missional church cannot avoid being 
linked with reformed theology and the reformed church. Nearly every leader of 
consequence in the missional movement comes out of a reformed background. While the 
conversation continues to be about changing how the church does business, traditional 
reformed thinking clearly influences the movement.  
The lack of a female as a leading voice in the conversation exemplifies this 
problem. In October 2009, this blind spot of the missional movement became a bit of a 
flash point. In preparation for the conference in February, the leaders of Verge: Missional 
Community Conference unveiled the lineup of speakers. White males accounted for 
fourteen of the sixteen voices. No women were a part of the lineup (“Verge: Speakers”). 
In response to the absence of female voice, a grassroots group of tech-savvy, missionally 
minded people bombarded the Verge Twitter account with protests and questions (Fisher, 
“Apparently Asking Questions”). All questions and protests were cleared from the Verge 
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Twitter page (“Verge Conference on Twitter”). The entire predicament led Makeesha 
Fisher to tweet, “‘[M]issional’ seems to becoming shorthand for white, mostly western, 
male evangelicals. harumph. This gets my grumpy face” (“Makeesha Fisher on Twitter”). 
Motivation to Lead 
Though leadership and management books fill shelf space in local bookstores and 
Web space of online bookstores, the leader’s motivation to lead has left researchers 
baffled. Literature has primarily seen personality characteristics as the primary 
motivation for individuals to accept leadership (Chan and Drasgow 483). Very little 
specific research, however, has given direction to understanding why leaders or potential 
leaders decide to take on the role. Instead, the focus of leadership literature has been on 
how leaders motivate others. 
Abraham Zaleznik wrote one of the classic pieces of literature that touches on 
motivation to lead in 1977. In the article, Zaleznik states that deep psychosocial issues 
motivate leaders. A distinction is made between “once-born” managers and “twice-born” 
leaders, meaning, leaders have experienced a second birth through trial and difficulty. 
These difficulties develop within the leader a sense of “personal mastery, which impels 
an individual to struggle for psychological and social change” (79). Still, the unknown 
psychology surrounding what precipitates a “twice-born” experience has not allowed the 
research community to follow up on Zaleznik’s article effectively. 
Recently, an ambitious study in the area of motivation to lead has given a 
framework for the discussion. Chan and Drasgow define motivation to lead (MTL) as “an 
individual-differences construct that affects a leader’s or leader-to-be’s decisions to 
assume leadership training, roles, and responsibilities and that affect his or her intensity 
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of effort at leading and persistence as a leader” (482). The study approaches motivation 
from multiple angles, including biographical, psychosocial, and cognitive behavioral. 
With this broad approach, Chan and Drasgow’s theoretical framework included one’s 
belief in capability to attain goals (self-efficacy), personality, values, and past leadership 
experience as MTL indicators (483). 
The theoretical framework allowed for the development of a quantitative 
instrument to measure MTL. That instrument was applied to three separate groups of 
people in different occupational and cultural contexts (Chan and Drasgow 484). Through 
the study, three factors emerged as contributing to MTL. Those factors include affective-
identity, noncalculative, and social-normative (495). Affective-identity MTL refers to 
one’s belief that one has the desire and abilities to lead. Noncalculative MTL emerges 
from an individual who takes on leadership because of their agreeable nature or their 
desire for harmonious relationships. Social-normative MTL is at work in an individual 
who feels obligated out of responsibility or duty to take on a leadership role. 
According to Chan and Drasgow, specific antecedents lead to each of the 
motivations of leadership (i.e., affective-identity, noncalculative, and social-normative). 
Extroversion, for example, is an antecedent to affective-identity MTL; however, it also 
connects with other antecedents, namely leadership self-efficacy and past leadership 
experience (see Figure 2.3). Leadership self-efficacy antecedes both affective-identity 
and social-normative MTLs (see Figure 2.3). Therefore, extroversion in a leader may 
suggest either affective-identity MTL or social-normative MTL. Extroversion does not 
indicate any degree of noncalculative MTL. 
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Source: Chan and Drasgow 492. 
Figure 2.3. Antecedents to motivation to lead. 
 
With the publishing of Chan and Drasgow’s study, other researchers began 
building and refining the framework. In one case, researchers linked sensation seekers 
with MTL. The study surveyed 1,100 participants in extreme sports, such as rock 
climbing, bungee jumping, skateboarding, and hang gliding. While the surveys showed 
relatively low civic participation, they also showed that these sensation seekers intend to 
lead an organization that “will make things better” (Wymer, Self, Findley 293).  
An article by Karen Amit et al. include a study of the Israel Defense Forces where 
the researchers proposed expanding the MTL factor to include ideological MTL and 
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patriotic MTL (141). While the study appears to affirm the inclusion of ideological and 
patriotic into MTL, the two proposed factors appear to fit under Chan and Drasgow’s 
social-normative MTL umbrella. Therefore, these two factors will not be involved in the 
current study. 
Christians may be tempted to understand MTL only in terms of call. While an 
understanding of calling and vocation can be helpful in some cases, coupling MTL with 
call can be confounding. After all, the language of call infers an external source of 
motivation upon the individual. Therefore, noncalculative MTL is nearly inherent in 
understanding call. In fact, nearly every narrative of calling found within the Bible would 
fit under noncalculative MTL or social-normative MTL.  
Jonah would be an example of noncalculative MTL. The writer does not say 
whether Jonah has the belief that he is able to lead (affective-identity MTL). Clearly, 
Jonah did not agree to this role because he sensed a responsibility to the people of 
Ninevah (social-normative MTL). Instead, Jonah chose harmony with God (albeit a 
strange harmony) and began to lead the people of Ninevah to faith in Yahweh. 
While God certainly acts as an outside force in motivating the prophets, the 
subject matter of prophecies also indicates a possible connection with social-normative 
MTL. Isaiah appeals to Israel to be faithful to God to avoid destruction. Amos delivers 
messages against extortion of the poor. Hosea lives out a life that represents God’s pain 
due to Israel’s unfaithfulness. In each of these situations, a sense of obligation, either to 
God or to the people of God, motivated the prophets’ leadership. 
Finding affective-identity MTL in the Bible presents a problem. As previously 
stated, the very idea of God being the initiator of calling appears to confound the idea of 
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affective-identity MTL; however, the story of a young David’s heroism in defeating 
Goliath, the Philistine, may provide some insight into David’s MTL. While, he was 
anointed by God and by Samuel, he also had a belief that he was prepared for the task. 
Organizational Culture 
When someone uses the term culture, difficulty may arise in understanding the 
intended meaning. The word has different meanings in different contexts. For example, 
culture might be defined narrowly as the highest form of art and literature. Even if the 
scope is broadened, understanding meaning can be difficult. If I were to say, “I am proud 
of my southern culture,” I might be referring to gentility and southern hospitality. 
However, someone overhearing my statement may only conjure images of racism, 
injustice, and oppression. Unfortunately, both are pieces of southern culture. We would 
both be right, showing the complexity in this word culture. 
Within anthropology, culture is a technical term that broadly describes the 
comingling of a people’s history, values, beliefs, practices, artifacts, behaviors, and 
thought processes. The breadth of information that falls under culture has led to difficulty 
for anthropologists to agree on a single definition (Hiebert 30). Joy Hendry’s standard 
text exemplifies this phenomenon. Though the word culture is used several times 
throughout the book, Hendry chooses to not give a dictionary-length definition of the 
word. Instead, Hendry gives a 249-page definition, illustrating the complexity of the 
word.  
Overstating the importance of culture to human life is difficult. Surrounding 
cultures do more than shape individuals, informing attitudes and providing a lens for 
understanding and ordering life. Cultures have “provided much of the additional guidance 
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needed for human beings to collectively survive, adapt, and achieve” (Trice and Beyer 3). 
Cultures build the necessary structures for the extension of life. 
Insights from cultural anthropology began seeping into organizational literature. 
The two disciplines interact rather naturally. At their foundations, both study networks of 
relationships. The first organizational study to proceed from the standpoint of culture was 
the Hawthorne study of Western Electric Company in the early 1930s (Trice and Beyer 
23). During the fifty years that followed, research that combined anthropology and the 
study of organizations was scarce and unfocused (Boggs 11). The growing success of 
Japanese corporations in the late 1970s and early 1980s applied pressure upon American 
businesses to learn from their counterparts, and researchers remember the potent 
combination once again. 
The explanation for Japan’s quick assimilation and utilization of industrialization 
lies in Japanese culture. The general gemeinshaft culture of Japan allowed for a more 
directive and systematic acceptance of new technology (Stewart and Bennett 10). Studies 
reveal that Japanese and American corporations work in fundamentally different ways 
(Pascale and Athos 204). Organizations act differently, according to cultural values. Due, 
at least partially, to these findings, the study of organizational culture began to bloom. 
In organizations, culture includes “pattern of beliefs, values, practices, and 
artifacts that define for members who they are and how they are to do things” (Bolman 
and Deal 217). Put more simply, organizational culture represents “the way we do things 
around here” (Deal and Kennedy 4). While management theory has primarily focused on 
rational processes or products, the study of organizational culture has looked more 
deeply at corporations. Terrence E. Deal and Allan A. Kennedy dig into symbols, rituals, 
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and corporate heroes. Kim S. Cameron and Robert E. Quinn look beneath the 
organizational chart to the “enduring, slow changing core attribute of organizations” 
(147). 
Deal and Kennedy use observation of corporations at work to identify four 
primary culture types. The “tough guy/macho culture” features risk taking and instant 
critique (107). The “work hard/play hard culture” values action with relatively low risk 
levels. The “bet-your-company culture” takes extreme risks without speedy assurance of 
success. The “process culture” cares less about the results of activity than how the 
activity was done (108). While Deal and Kennedy presented helpful building blocks for 
the study of organizational culture, Cameron and Quinn would likely consider these 
results as measures of climate, which, while important, are only temporary and shallow. 
Of course, ways to describe corporate culture are as myriad as ways to define 
anthropological cultures (Wu 2535). This diversity of nomenclature makes the task of 
management researchers and practitioners more difficult. Therefore, Cameron and Quinn 
begin their discussion with an already defined starting point. To discover the deep culture 
of organizations, Cameron and Quinn use the competing values framework (CVF). 
Developed through a series of studies, the CVF looks at companies on two levels. On one 
axis, the company’s “flexibility, discretion, and dynamism” is measured against stability 
and predictability. The second level of evaluation measures “external orientation, 
differentiation, and rivalry” (34). In this measurement, the continuum consists of 
companies that have totally defined and specific processes versus companies that adapt 
processes according to the surrounding community (35). 
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The two dimensions of the CVF become the axis of Cameron and Quinn’s chart 
of organizational cultures (35). The quadrants of the organizational chart (see Figure 2.4) 
identify specific cultures identified by Cameron and Quinn. The clan culture is highly 
flexible with an internal focus. The hierarchy culture features an internal focus and 
values stability and control. The market culture is focused externally with high stability. 
The adhocracy culture is highly flexible with an external focus. 
Cameron and Quinn developed a quantitative survey as a tool to place 
organizations on the chart. The profiles garnered from the surveys display a primary 
organizational culture showing areas in which companies have scored highest. However, 
the complete profile shows the organization’s placement in each of the four quadrants. 
The understanding is that every company has each of these major groupings within their 
culture. Knowing which quadrant is dominant and which are secondary gives 
organizations a great picture of the overall organizational culture (see Figure 2.4). 
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Source: Cameron and Quinn 35. 
Figure 2.4. Organizational culture chart. 
 
Organizational culture is just as important in the life of the church as it is in the 
world of business. Well thought-out and designed plans fail if the culture is not receptive 
(Lewis, Cordeiro, and Bird 5). As previously discussed, many mainline churches still 
operate in the age of the corporate denomination. With high value placed on “efficiency, 
calculability, predictability, and control,” these churches fit strongly into Cameron and 
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Quinn’s hierarchy quadrant (Drane 40). Churches that are primarily in the hierarchy 
quadrant exhibit an internal focus and value stability and control highly. 
While many churches still operate in this mode, a growing call is emerging for 
churches to focus outward and to be more flexible. Of course, the rate of decline in the 
church is creating an “adapt or die” atmosphere (Hirsch, “Adaptive Challenges”). Hunter 
finds evidence of “the emergence of entire congregations who are willing to be culturally 
flexible in order to reach people” (Radical Outreach 76). Bill Easum refers to mathematic 
language when he refers to movement in the church in terms of being “fractal” (92). He 
calls the church to let go of control so that quickly multiplying movements can reach an 
ever-growing number of cultures. Hirsch describes “Apostolic genius” as the willingness 
and ability to allow networks of discipleship to form with near total autonomy (Forgotten 
Ways 78). Further, Cole eschews the stability that is so valuable in churches operating 
within the age of the corporate denomination. Instead, Cole says that the church should 
be “viral,” a contagion that is easily spread (Organic Church 112). 
Of course, churches are not the only organizations struggling to find their way. 
Business literature is full of writing to help companies become more organic. Emphasis is 
being placed on the creation of dynamic ways of organizing business efforts. While the 
transition is difficult and may feel like “herding butterflies,” many understand the future 
of organizations to be much more flexible and open (Pascale, Milleman, and Gioja 171). 
Seth Godin emphasizes that, due to the Internet and other networking capabilities, 
“tribes” are easier to form now than ever before. In fact, followers are waiting to belong 
(3).  
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Hirsch describes the new movement in the church in the following way: “A new 
understanding of organization is emerging in our time, born out of quantum physics, 
chaos theory, and a return to organic biblical principles of organization” (“Changing the 
Story Part III”). The missional church appears to be the leader in that shift in the North 
American church. The OCAI provides insights into the deep organizational traits of 
leading missional churches. 
Research Design 
Case study methodology continues to gain respect in the world of social science 
research. Some social scientists continue to prefer quantitative measurements to any kind 
of qualitative method (Yin 10). However, researchers find case study methodology 
particularly helpful when attempting to explore or explain particular phenomena 
(Wiersma and Jurs 210). In studying the missional church, performing case studies was 
crucial to explaining leadership, organization, and primary practices of leading missional 
churches. 
The use of five different churches as case studies strengthened the reliability of 
the results of the study. Robert K. Yin compares using multiple cases in cases study 
methodology to performing multiple experiments in experimental methodology (53). This 
replication lends great reliability to the study. A diverse set of case studies further 
increased reliability. 
Three areas of study were embedded within the current design. These three areas 
(motivation to lead, organizational culture, and primary practices) garnered specific focus 
in the case study design. Previous studies indicate that case studies provide particularly 
important data for the study of organizational culture (Wu 2540). However, I ensured that 
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the study remained broadly focused on the entire study of the particular church (Yin 52). 
I wanted to be able to get a general sense of the church even while looking at specific 
areas of focus. 
The embedded study of organizational culture utilized a quantitative survey called 
the Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory (OCAI). The use of quantitative data 
within case studies is quite common and effective. The interaction between the two types 
of data provided rich texture for the study. Triangulation among qualitative and 
quantitative data was particularly helpful (Wiersma and Jurs 256). Though the study 
involved quantitative and qualitative data, the design was not considered to be mixed 
method because the quantitative tool was embedded in a particular unit of the total case 
study. 
One of the great strengths of case study methodology is flexibility in the design. 
While holding reliability and validity is crucial, the researcher can make adjustments. 
Therefore, if I unearthed an important finding in the second case study, I could adjust the 
study to explore that finding in the remaining case studies. This flexibility gives 
qualitative methodology an important advantage over quantitative methodology. 
Validity and reliability are crucial in any research methodology. In case study 
methodology, Yin says that “construct validity” is the most challenging piece of the 
puzzle (41). To ensure construct validity, the findings from one case study to another 
created a chain of evidence, tying the research question to the specific findings of 
Chapter 4. In addition, this case used multiple sources of data, which added to construct 
validity. Chapter 3 contains further information on design, reliability, and validity. 
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Summary 
Throughout the story of God, God has exhibited a desire to bring all of creation 
unto him. The creation of the people of God through Abraham began the process. The 
work of Jesus Christ continued to give focus to God’s intentions. The Holy Spirit inspired 
and inspires the church to move into the world for redemptive purposes. 
During Christendom, using a centripetal image of mission was acceptable and 
effective. The close relationship between the church and government provided the church 
with great power and significance. However, the Enlightenment broke down that 
influence. Increased privatization led to pluralism and secularism. 
The missional church rises up to answer Newbigin’s call to treat the Western 
world as a mission field. The missional movement values a sending approach to mission, 
moving the faithful into greater opportunities to bear witness to the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. The missional church ecclesiology sets parameters for mission in the postmodern 
context of North America.  
The missional church movement is not without its problems, however. While a 
series of branches are linked to the missional church, the actual shape of missional 
communities is unclear. Gaining insight to how missional churches accomplish the missio 
Dei and how a church that embodies the best of the missional movement looks is 
important to the missional movement. This study employed a multi-case study 
methodology, including three embedded areas of study. Through the research of these 
churches, especially the embedded areas of motivation to lead, organizational culture, and 
primary practices, this study provided a clearer picture of leading missional communities. 
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One can obtain a picture of a church through many lenses. The lenses chosen for 
this study (MTL, organizational culture, and primary practices) provide an incomplete 
but helpful view of a movement with very few practical descriptors. MTL gauges how 
senior leaders chose to lead in the missional direction. Through the study of each 
church’s organizational culture, I discerned tendencies for decision-making. The final 
lens, primary practices, provided a view of what a missional community actually does. 
Primary practices tell the world what is important to a group. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Problem and Purpose 
Over the past four decades, the culture of North America has moved out of 
Christendom. As the church as a social institution lost influence on the broader culture, a 
movement arose to renew an ecclesiology formed around the missio Dei. The missional 
church movement has embodied this renewal of mission. However, the prevalence of the 
terminology has created difficulty in understanding how a missional church lives out this 
ecclesiology. 
The purpose of the research was to identify common characteristics in the 
motivation of leadership, organizational culture, and the primary practices of five leading 
missional communities through the utilization of case study methodology. 
Research Questions 
The research project focused on answering three questions. 
Research Question #1 
How are the motivations to lead similar among the missional community leaders? 
A research assumption was that the primary leader’s motivation to lead has an 
impact on the effectiveness of the organization. This question attempted to determined 
congruencies in leaders that may mark missional communities. The utilization of in-depth 
interviews with the senior leaders, direct observation, artifact collection, and focus group 
interviews answered this question.  
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Research Question #2 
What congruencies exist among the organizational cultures of the leading 
missional communities? 
Organizational culture shapes the participation and practices of an organization. 
In asking this question, I determined whether organizational culture is an important trait 
of missional churches. Utilization of the Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory 
answered this question, along with the in-depth interview of the primary leader, artifact 
collection, direct observation, and the focus group interviews. 
Research Question #3 
What common practices define the missional communities? 
One of the difficulties in defining missional churches is that leaders in the 
movement, fearful of presenting a set of programs rather than a way of being, tend to 
avoid discussing actual practices of the churches. Asking this research question 
determined whether missional churched share identifiable practices. Information from 
direct observation, artifact collection, the focus group interview, and the in-depth 
interviews of the senior leaders answered this question. 
Expert Panel 
The research included case studies of five churches, which were identified as 
leading missional communities. In order to identify leading missional communities, I 
contacted nine experts, scholars and practitioners, by e-mail. In the e-mail, I did not set 
any parameters to describe the phrase leading missional community. Instead, I allowed 
their opinions to shape the list. 
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Of the nine experts contacted, four responded positively to the invitation. Those 
four respondents became the expert panel. The expert panel included leading advocates, 
practitioners, and scholars of the missional church movement. George Hunsberger is 
Professor of Missiology and Director of the Doctor of Ministry Program at Western 
Theological Seminary. He is the coordinator of the Gospel and Our Culture Network and 
was a contributing author to Missional Church (Guder). Tim Conder is pastor of Emmaus 
Way in Durham, North Carolina. He is the author of The Church in Transition: The 
Journey of Existing Churches into the Emerging Culture. Alan Hirsch is founder of Forge 
Mission Training Network. Hirsch’s writings have effectively moved the missional 
conversation along. Hirsch is the author or coauthor of The Shaping of Things to Come 
(Frost and Hirsch), The Forgotten Ways, ReJesus (Frost and Hirsch), and Untamed 
(Hirsch and Hirsch). Reggie McNeal is Missional Leadership Specialist for Leadership 
Network. Along with years of experience consulting churches, McNeal is the author of 
numerous articles and books, including A Work of Heart, The Present Future, and 
Missional Renaissance. 
I compiled a comprehensive list from the respondents. Then, I selected the case 
studies based, first, on agreement among the experts. Several churches were listed by at 
least two experts. To enhance the generalizability of the study, I then selected the 
remaining studies based on diversity of congregational sizes and of geographic locations.  
With possible case studies identified, I contacted each church to request 
permission to perform the case study. Four of the original five churches agreed to the 
case study. They are Eastbrook Church in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Adullam in Denver, 
Colorado, Church of the Apostles in Seattle, Washington, and Solomon’s Porch in 
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Minneapolis, Minnesota. One church, Redeemer Presbyterian in Manhattan, was unable 
to grant the request. Therefore, I returned to the aggregate list and chose Mosaic in Los 
Angeles, which is comparable in size, is located in a metropolitan area, and was 
suggested by more than one expert. 
Population and Participants 
Senior leaders of each leading missional church were the subjects of the in-depth 
interviews. I contacted the senior leaders to arrange a two-hour meeting. The meetings 
occurred on either the day before, the day of, or the day after the church’s primary 
worship gathering. One interview occurred differently. The senior leader interview with 
Eric Bryant of Mosaic was completed by telephone. 
The focus groups of each church consisted of four individuals chosen through 
criterion-based selection. The church identifiesd a group of four individuals, including a 
staff member (not senior leader), a lay member of the decision-making board, a highly 
involved individual, and an individual who has little participation in the church. The role 
of the church was important in the criterion-based selection. If the church was unable or 
unwilling to identify, contact, and gather each of the four individuals, I allowed for 
convenience sampling, selecting those who were available. The group gathered before or 
following the primary worship experience at the church. 
Marc Erickson founded Eastbrook Church of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. While on 
staff at Elmbrook Church in a Milwaukee suburb, Erickson recognized a need in the city, 
where churches were moving out of certain neighborhoods. Eastbrook was birthed to 
meet that need. Erickson is a former missionary doctor and brings a missionary impulse 
to his role of leading the ministry at Eastbrook (“Our History–Eastbrook Church”).  
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Hugh Halter is the senior leader at Adullam of Denver, Colorado. Halter 
previously served as a church planter in Portland, Oregon. He has also served as a youth 
pastor. Halter, along with Matt Smay, birthed Adullam unintentionally, as they grew in 
relationship with people in the Denver area.  
In planting Solomon’s Porch, Doug Pagitt has attempted to speak language about 
God with people for whom traditional religious language can be a stumbling block. 
Therefore, Solomon’s Porch values open dialogue and even pushback. Pagitt does not 
fear this pushback. In fact, he encourages it. Previously, Pagitt was widely recognized for 
his work with Youth Specialties.  
Karen Ward moved to Seattle, Washington with the dream of planting a church 
that would be accepting of her friends in the Chicago bar scene. Through persuasive 
vision casting, Ward secured financial commitments from both the Evangelical Lutheran 
Church and the Episcopal Church, and The Church of the Apostles was born. Jordan 
Rickard is the community architect at COTA. He was hired to supply administrative 
leadership to the community. 
While Erwin McManus did not plant the church we now call Mosaic. He led the 
church into the current structure of mission and ministry. Though Mosaic holds worship 
gatherings throughout Los Angeles, the anchor campus is still in Pasedena, California. 
Eric Bryant was the lead navigator at Mosaic, overseeing the multiple campuses.  
Design of the Study 
The research in this study included an exploratory multi-case methodology with 
three embedded areas of study. The embedded areas of study, including motivation to 
lead, organizational culture, and primary practices, guided the study. The embedded 
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study of organizational culture utilized a qualitative instrument. I used the same 
instrumentation in each case study for the purpose of data collection.  
Instrumentation 
Direct observation, artifact collection, in-depth interviews, and focus groups were 
the qualitative instruments used in this exploratory multi-case study. The quantitative 
instrument was the Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory (OCAI), developed and 
tested by Cameron and Quinn, utilizing a competing values framework.  
The OCAI measures how participants perceive the organization. Years of 
usefulness in research projects have proved the reliability and validity of the OCAI. The 
six areas of measurement for the OCAI are “dominant characteristics,” “leadership style 
and approach,” “style that characterizes how employees are treated,” “the organizational 
glue or bonding mechanisms,” “strategic emphases,” and “criteria of success” (Cameron 
and Quinn 151). With measurements in these areas, the developers of the instrument 
gauge the overall culture that lies in the foundation of the organization (see Appendix E). 
One of the most helpful features of the inventory is the ipsative rating scale 
(Cameron and Quinn 160). The inventory presents questions to the respondent in groups 
of four. The respondent is asked to rate the organization on those four questions by 
dividing one hundred among the four. The use of this scale allows for a more textured 
evaluation of the organization. Since no organization lives only in one quadrant of the 
organizational culture chart, this system helps to define secondary cultures. 
Direct observation provided a basic set of data covering several areas (see 
Appendix B). First, interaction among participants as well as between the primary leaders 
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and participants provided insight into organizational culture. In the primary worship 
service, the leaders voiced priorities and values of the community.  
Anything in print offered an opportunity to learn the values of the church. 
Therefore, I collected any piece of literature that was available. Through artifact 
collection, I discovered what is communicated within the organization as well as to the 
surrounding area. Budgets provided a way to gauge the consistency between stated values 
and use of resources.  
The focus group provided deep insight into the organizational culture and the 
values of the church. I developed six open-ended questions (see Appendix C). Two 
questions focused on the organizational culture of the church. Two questions dealt with 
the focus group’s perception of the senior leader’s motivation to lead. Two questions 
dealt with the primary practices of the community. The focus group was open. Though 
the questions guided conversation, interaction among the individuals provided important 
textured discussion. I encouraged all voices to participate, at times asking direct questions 
of particularly quiet participants in the flow of conversation. 
In-depth interviews with the senior leaders allowed them to tell their own stories. 
One question asked the senior leaders to tell about their journeys. Two questions guided 
the conversation toward the leaders’ motivation to lead. Two questions dealt with the 
organizational culture of the churches. Two questions dealt with the primary practices of 
the churches. The flow of the conversation dictated whether I asked the questions in the 
order presented in Appendix D. At times, the flow of the conversation determined how 
the areas of focus entered the interview. 
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Reliability and Validity 
Reliability refers to “consistency in the research process” (Wiersma and Jurs 215). 
In order to attain high reliability in the case study methodology, the research at each site 
followed protocols. Each instrument utilized a specific protocol (se Appendixes A, B, C, 
D, and E). Also, I developed case study databases (Yin 119). The database consisted of 
the data collected on site, including the researcher field notes, the collected artifacts, the 
results of the OCAI, the transcription of the focus group, and the transcription of the in-
depth interview with the primary leader.  
As a popular instrument for assessment of businesses, the OCAI has been proven 
reliable. Cameron and Quinn site three large studies where the reliability coefficients 
were acceptable Cronbach’s alpha coefficients, measuring at .7 or above. Each of the 
studies included over 750 respondents. The number of respondents in those three studies 
totaled over twelve thousand (153). Table 3.1 illustrates the Cronbach’s alpha 
coefficients from the three studies. 
 
Table 3.1. OCAI Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficients 
 Quinn & Spreitzer (796 Participants) 
Yeung, Brockbank, & 
Ulrich 
(10,300 Participants) 
Zammuto & Krakower 
(>1,300 Participants) 
Adhocracy reliability .79 .80 .83 
Market reliability .71 .77 .78 
Hierarchy reliability .73 .76 .67 
Clan reliability .74 .79 .82 
Source: Cameron and Quinn 154-55. 
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For the purposes of an exploratory case study, internal validity is not required 
(Yin 40). However, the researcher places great weight on external validity because the 
result of the study depends on the ability to generalize the findings. I took two steps to 
apply a high amount of validity to the study. First, the study utilized replication logic 
among the five case studies (40). Secondly, the use of multiple instruments to answer the 
same research question, also known as triangulation, added to validity (Creswell 191). 
Years of study have also proved the validity of the OCAI. Combining the OCAI 
with other instruments proved that the OCAI measures organizational culture accurately 
and deeply. A study of 334 institutions of higher education proved the OCAI valid by 
matching the institution’s areas of strength with the dominant culture. For example, 
institutions that measured as a clan culture by the OCAI proved to be strong in areas of 
“morale, satisfaction, internal communication, and supportiveness” (Cameron and Quinn 
155). Each of these attributes correlate directly to a clan-type culture. Also, in the present 
study, the triangulation of the results of the OCAI and the other qualitative instruments 
provided internal validity. 
Another step toward validity was the use of expert reviewers of the qualitative 
instruments. Experts in the field of case studies, leadership, and the missional movement 
reviewed the protocols for the in-depth interviews, focus group interviews, artifact 
collections, and direct observations.  
Data Collection 
Establishing “quality control” is an essential part of case study research (Yin 
124). I followed Yin’s three-step approach to quality control. First, five different sources 
provided evidence, allowing for triangulation of evidence. Secondly, I created a database 
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for each case study, clearly marking evidences and procedures. Finally, I linked the 
evidence together in a specific series, creating a “chain of evidence” (123). This chain 
created a stream of design, implementation, and analysis that connected the research 
questions to the findings in Chapter 4. 
Each case study occurred over a two-day period. When I arrived at the site of each 
case study, I utilized the field research notebook. The direct observation protocol guided 
the data collection in the notebook (see Appendix B) . In the notebook, I also recorded 
any abnormalities or intervening variables in the implementation of the study. Therefore, 
the field research notebook included data from both specific protocols and impromptu 
observations. With the field research notebook in hand, I walked halls, observed 
conversations, and gathered artifacts. Those observations occurred whenever I was on 
site, including during the primary worship service. 
During the in-depth interview with the senior pastors, I made an MP3 recording, 
in order to transcribe the conversation later. The goal of the interviews was to allow 
senior leaders to tell about their organizations and personal stories in their own way. 
Therefore, the questions were open-ended. In fact, all of the interviews began with a 
request: “Tell me about you and about your journey.” The interviews unfolded in a 
conversational style. At times, I asked specific questions from the interview protocol. 
However, most of the time, the flow of the conversation allowed “probes” to be useful in 
moving from one subject to another (Richards and Morse 113). The interviews lasted 
ninety to 120 minutes. 
The focus group was gathered immediately following the primary worship 
service. In order to accomplish a relaxed and open atmosphere, we played a short game 
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that included each person identifying himself or herself by providing modest personal 
revelation, such as a favorite movie. An MP3 recorder allowed for later transcription of 
the focus group. Following the focus group discussion time, the participants completed 
the OCAI. The focus groups lasted sixty to ninety minutes. 
Data Analysis 
Following each site visit, a transcription service was employed to convert the 
interviews and the focus groups into a word processing format. Following the 
transcription, I coded all of the data to correspond with the research questions. While 
coding for those specific areas, I also searched for any other recurring themes. Any 
themes that seemed to arise would shape further case study procedures (Yin 70). 
The multi-case study made for rich data. With the data from each case study 
coded according to research questions, the practices of pattern matching and cross-case 
synthesis aided in the analysis of the data. The coded data allowed for the analysis of 
discernable patterns in leadership, practice, and organizational culture.  
Ethical Procedures 
Steps were taken to ensure the protection of the participants of the study. I made 
each church aware of the goal of my research as well as the data collecting process, 
stating that the information gained from the research to be used in the final dissertation. 
The names of focus group participants were withheld. Except for the senior leader(s), the 
participants were identified only by their positions within the church. Only the 
transcription services heard the names of the participants. Participants provided consent 
for the study by completing a Research Consent Form. Each participant heard about the 
process of the study.  
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During the research period, I carefully handled the case study databases. I saved 
the focus group recordings and transcripts on my password protected laptop. The OCAIs, 
consent forms, and other protocols were locking in my office, usually in locked file 
cabinets and desk drawers. I secured the data from this study during the writing of and 
following the completion of the dissertation.  
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
Problem and Purpose 
The missional church movement intends to recast the church as a mission agency. 
The missional church would have Christians see life as an opportunity to bear witness to 
the kingdom of God. The recasting of the church requires the reconnection of Christians 
with their neighbors and the reconnection of churches with their communities. Because of 
this connection to the local situation, the needs of the surrounding neighborhood 
determine the specific look of missional communities. Eastbrook Church in Milwaukee, 
for example, partners with a medical outreach to serve the underinsured and offers an 
organized soccer league for the growing international population. Meanwhile, Solomon’s 
Porch in Minneapolis sponsors art walks and knitting groups.  
As the phrase missional church has grown in usage, confusion has arisen. Some 
have questioned the need for the missional nomenclature. One participant in the focus 
group from Eastbrook Church in Milwaukee said, “I totally disagree with the title 
missional church in that it’s redundant.” Still, a deeper understanding of churches within 
the movement could be useful to the North American church.  
The purpose of the research was to identify common characteristics in the 
motivation of leadership, organizational culture, and the primary practices of five leading 
missional communities through the utilization of case study methodology. 
Participants 
The participants of this study included individuals from five churches, identified 
by a panel of experts as leading missional communities. The study involved a total of 
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twenty-two individuals from the five churches. Eighteen individuals were involved in 
either in-depth interviews or focus groups. Of those eighteen, fifteen individuals returned 
a complete Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory. Four additional individuals 
(who were not a part of a focus group or interview) completed Organizational Culture 
Assessment Inventories. 
From Eastbrook Church, five individuals were involved in the focus group and 
completed Organizational Culture Assessment Inventories. Marc Erickson, the senior 
leader, provided an in-depth interview and completed an OCAI. A focus group was not 
provided for the Adullam case study. However, Hugh Halter, the senior leader of 
Adullam, provided an in-depth interview. Five individuals from Solomon’s Porch were 
involved in the focus group and completed Organizational Culture Assessment 
Inventories. Doug Pagitt, the senior leader, provided an in-depth interview and completed 
an OCAI. The focus group at Church of the Apostles included four individuals. Three of 
those individuals returned completed Organizational Culture Assessment Inventories. 
Karen Ward, the senior leader at COTA, was out of town. Therefore, Jordan Rickard, the 
Cultural Architect of COTA, provided an in-depth interview. Four individuals from 
Mosaic completed Organizational Culture Assessment Inventories. Those individuals 
were available for the focus group. However, I was hospitalized in the midst of the case 
study and was unable to perform the focus group. Following my recovery, Eric Bryant, a 
lead navigator at Mosaic, provided an in-depth interview via telephone (see Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1. Participants in Study 
Location In-Depth Interview Focus Group 
Organizational Culture 
Assessment Inventory 
Adullum Hugh Halter 0 0 
Church of the Apostles Jordan Rickard 4 4 
Eastbrook Church Marc Erickson 5 5 
Mosaic Eric Bryant 0 4 
Solomon’s Porch Doug Pagitt 5 5 
 
 
Research Question #1 
The first Research Question asked, “How are the motivations to lead similar 
among the missional community leaders?” Data collected from in-depth interviews of 
senior leaders, focus group interviews, artifact collection, and personal observation 
answered RQ1. The answer provides a picture of the leadership in missional 
communities. In order to analyze the motivations of leadership, I used the framework 
provided by Chan and Drasgow. Their study provided categories for the study of the 
motivation to lead (MTL) of the missional leaders, but the actual MTL assessments were 
not used in the study. 
Among the group of leaders considered for this study, confidence in leadership 
ability is consistent. Chan and Drasgow define this confidence in terms of leadership self-
efficacy: “Simply put, people who are outgoing, energetic, and sociable (i.e., extraverted) 
and who are hardworking, persistent, orderly, and reliable (i.e., conscientious) tend to be 
more confident in their ability to lead others” (492). Leadership self-efficacy is the 
antecedent to both the affective-identity MTL and social-normative MTL (see Figure 2.3, 
p. 67).  
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Non-calculative MTL suggests that circumstances or an organization have pushed 
a leader into leadership. Evidence of non-calculative MTL was seen only once during the 
case studies. Hugh Halter and Matt Smay moved to Denver to begin a church-consulting 
ministry. Halter says that after developing relationships in local coffee shops and 
beginning to “do life” with new friends, he and Smay were asked to lead the group as a 
church. That incident of non-calculative MTL not withstanding, this study exposed 
affective-identity and social-normative as the primary and secondary motivations to 
leadership. 
Affective-Identity MTL 
Broadly speaking, all of the subjects of this study show significant leadership self-
efficacy. More specifically, the leaders all exhibit affective-identity as a primary 
leadership motivation. Affective-identity MTL is the product of a leader’s confidence in 
her or his ability to lead and a leader’s desire to lead. Each of the senior leaders in this 
study exhibited the antecedents of affective-identity MTL (see Table 4.2). 
Extroversion is a key antecedent to affective-identity MTL (see Figure 2.3, p. 67). 
Doug Pagitt is quite comfortable with his extroversion. He has authored six books, speaks 
throughout the country on emerging issues in the church, and hosts a weekly radio 
program. His most available time, however, is with the people of Solomon’s Porch. On a 
weekly basis, Pagitt hosts a weekly men’s breakfast. Pagitt also extends an open 
invitation to the worshipping community to help shape the upcoming sermon during a 
sermon preparation discussion group on Tuesday nights. Then, following the Sunday 
gatherings, he upholds a tradition of going for dinner at Chipotle Mexican Grill with 
anyone who wishes to share in the experience. As one of the Solomon’s Porch focus 
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group participants said, “He wants to start a conversation about God with anyone.” This 
level of extroversion leads directly to Affective-Identity MTL. 
 
Table 4.2. Antecedents to Affective-Identity MTL 
 Hugh Halter 
(Adullam) 
Karen 
Ward 
(COTA) 
Marc 
Erickson 
(Eastbrook) 
Erwin 
McManus 
(Mosaic) 
Doug Pagitt 
(Solomon’s 
Porch) 
Extroversion √ √ √ √ √ 
Leadership self-
efficacy* √ √ √ √ √ 
Past leadership 
experience** √ √ √ √ √ 
Vertical 
individualism √ √ √ √ √ 
 
* Leadership self-efficacy = extroversion + conscientiousness + openness to Experience + past leadership 
experience 
** Past leadership experience = extroversion + openness to experience 
 
Vertical individualism represents a desire for success and achievement (see Figure 
2.3, p. 67). Throughout his life, Erwin McManus of Mosaic has found success in many 
areas. Recently, McManus has been involved in production of short films and 
commercials. One of the McManus-produced commercials actually aired during the 2010 
Super Bowl (Bryant). Still, the effect of Mosaic continues to reverberate in Los Angeles. 
In one particular conversation, a secular filmmaker told McManus that he was doing a 
nice job with the productions, “but I want you to know what you are doing with Mosaic 
needs to continue.” McManus exhibits a high level of internal motivation. 
A final antecedent to affective-identity MTL is past experience (see Figure 2.3, p. 
67). Every senior leader conveyed a previous leadership experience that led to the 
creation of their current missional community. Before heading to Seattle, Karen Ward 
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was the unofficial pastor for a pub in Chicago. The people of the Church of the Apostles 
know that story as part of her vision for what COTA could be. Prior to arriving in 
Denver, Halter led a similar church plant in Portland, “not assuming that all the people 
were looking for a church.” The leaders of COTA and Adullam were already experienced 
in leading in new directions. 
Social-Normative MTL 
While affective-identity is the leading motivation for leadership, high levels of 
social-normative MTL exist in missional leaders. That is, these missional leaders feel 
compelled by some “sense of social duty and obligation” (Chan and Drasgow 492). 
While the affective-identity MTL may be a primary force in these leaders taking 
positions of leadership, evidence from this study suggests that the social-normative MTL 
may shade the direction in which they lead. The leaders in this study exhibited high levels 
of social-normative MTL (see Table 4.3). 
Agreeableness is one antecedent to social-normative MTL (see Figure 2.3, p. 67). 
The Church of the Apostles shares its primary location, the Fremont Abbey, with a very 
active arts center. COTA and the Fremont Abbey Arts Center work very well together. 
Jordan Rickard, the cultural architect at COTA, said, “[O]ur evangelism is compelled 
more out of curiosity than it is imperialism.” Compelling through agreeableness describes 
Karen Ward, the primary leader of COTA. 
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Table 4.3. Antecedents to Social-Normative MTL 
 Hugh Halter 
(Adullam) 
Karen 
Ward 
(COTA) 
Marc 
Erickson 
(Eastbrook) 
Erwin 
McManus 
(Mosaic) 
Doug Pagitt 
(Solomon’s 
Porch) 
Agreeableness  √ √ √ √ 
Conscientiousness √ √ √ √ √ 
Leadership self-
efficacy* √ √ √ √ √ 
Past leadership 
experience** √ √ √ √ √ 
Horizontal 
individualism √ √ √ √ √ 
Vertical 
individualism √ √ √ √ √ 
Collectivism   √ √ √ 
 
* Leadership self-efficacy = extroversion + conscientiousness + openness to experience + past leadership 
experience 
** Past leadership experience = extroversion + openness to experience 
 
Conscientiousness also runs through these leaders, which points toward social-
normative MTL (see Figure 4.1). Nearly every leader expressed concern that the way 
they were previously doing church was ineffective. Halter believes that a perception of 
money as priority for churches has hurt the church, so, aware of those concerns, Adullam 
does not make public pleas for money during gatherings or even take up an offering. 
Further, Pagitt has a concern that the church has not affirmed certain groups of people. 
He, therefore, creates opportunities to affirm those groups. In fact, on the weekend of my 
case study on Solomon’s Porch, Pagitt was organizing Christianity 21, a conference with 
an entirely female speaking lineup.  
Whereas individual-affective MTL is invested in attaining personal achievement, 
or vertical individualism, social-normative MTL adds a communal sense of achievement, 
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or vertical collectivism (see Figure 2.3, p. 67). On a regular basis, Mosaic celebrates 
commissioning services. During this time, missionaries are prayed over and sent out by 
the people of Mosaic. Some of the commissioned missionaries are sent to Asia. Others 
are sent to the next neighborhood. “What we’ve done,” said Eric Bryant, “is eliminate 
that distinction. We are missionaries here. They are missionaries there. But we are all 
missionaries.” These commissioning services, then, present a collective goal before the 
people of Mosaic.  
Research Question #2 
Organizational culture assumes that something lies behind the decision making 
and the actions of organizations. Therefore, the second research question sought 
congruencies in organizational culture among the leading missional communities. The 
competing values framework sets the parameters for organizational culture. One axis 
measures flexibility and stability. The other axis measures internal focus and external 
focus (see Figure 2.4, p. 73). In this study, the Organization Culture Assessment 
Inventory measured the organizational culture of the leading missional communities (see 
Figure 4.1). In-depth interviews, focus groups, artifact collection, and direct observation 
contributed data as well. 
The Organizational Culture Assessment Inventory 
Without a doubt, the quantitative and qualitative data point to these leading 
missional communities functioning as clans. In fact, each case study’s averaged 
Organizational Culture Assessment Inventories reveal that two cultures stood out among 
the four. Clan and adhocracy scored much higher than market and hierarchy (see Figure 
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4.1). A focus group from Adullam did not participate in the case study. Therefore, I did 
not collect OCAI data from Adullam. 
The ranking of the four cultures is nearly uniform among the four case studies that 
participated in the OCAI. Three of the four churches rank clan, adhocracy, market, and 
hierarchy in descending order. Solomon’s Porch accounts for the anomaly, ranking clan, 
adhocracy, hierarchy, and market in descending order (see Figure 4.1). All data is a 
snapshot of a particular time in an organization’s history. Therefore, situational 
circumstances may affect some points of data more than others. In the case of Solomon’s 
Porch, the community had undergone major changes to the organizational structure 
within the year prior to the case study. In fact, just one month prior to the case study, the 
community revisited the structure. Just two weeks prior to the case study, the community 
entered into a new budget arranged according to the new structure, including a budget 
constriction. During the focus group conversation, as participants spoke of the transition, 
they would look at one another to confirm that their statements were true to the process. 
Much of the qualitative data points toward the hierarchical being slightly elevated 
on the OCAI results. With respondents ranking hierarchical higher than market, 
situational influences may have skewed responses. The focus on structure and constricted 
budget had the people of Solomon’s Porch looking internally. Pagitt’s leadership style 
should be considered as well, however. As Pagitt walked through the building at 
Solomon’s Porch, he showed purpose in every step. Though he was friendly and 
approachable to the people of Solomon’s Porch, he also did not waste a moment. The 
qualities of drive and purpose come out in his leadership as well. When Pagitt was in the 
room, everyone appeared interested in what he had to say. Therefore, the possibility 
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exists that the elevated hierarchical measurement appropriately affects the organizational 
culture at Solomon’s Porch. 
 
Figure 4.1. Averaged results of Organizational Culture Assessment Inventories. 
 
Clan as Primary Culture 
Clan culture dominates the case studies. Marc Erickson’s theology leads to the 
clan culture of Eastbrook Church. Reflecting on the story of the Fall of humanity and the 
early chapters of the book of Genesis, Erickson said, “The spirit of God is in the process. 
It always has been in the process of returning to us and returning us to each other. That’s 
the basis.” From that basis, Eastbrook resembles a family joined back together. In fact, 
the logo for Eastbrook Church has three differently shaded people holding hands around 
a cross, symbolic of the nations and races being joined together through the cross of Jesus 
(see Figure 4.2). On the Sunday of the case study, Bill Connor, the special assignments 
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pastor, was preaching. One of the primary points of the message that day included “Being 
a follower of Jesus is not about ‘me’; its about ‘we.’” Connor’s message reinforced a clan 
ethos. 
 
 
Source: Eastbrook Church. 
Figure 4.2. Eastbrook Church logo. 
 
In some cases, theological statements and formal presentation drive the clan 
culture. In other cases, the informality of the meetings suggests the clan culture. A first-
time guest at Adullam would not know anyone who addresses those gathered. Bulletins 
do not exist. No one introduces himself or herself as they stand to address the crowd, 
either. Further, five minutes after the posted starting time, a man holding a baby walks up 
to the microphone to give a two-minute warning as children dash from the snack table to 
their seats with parents. These events occur at every gathering at the Hub of Adullam. 
The informality does not stop during the service. One Sunday, as Halter was beginning to 
wrap up the gathering time, one of the Adullamites raised his hand and reminded Halter 
that he had forgotten communion, the family meal.  
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The informality of the Gathering at Solomon’s Porch is emphasized through 
furniture, invitational participation, and the announcements. The primary large gathering 
room is placed in an abandoned Methodist Church building. Upon entering the building, 
one gets the feeling of comfort and informality. The pews and the altar furnishings of the 
old church have been removed. In their place, couches, sofas, and easy chairs have been 
arranged in the round, surrounding a central area where the speaker and communion are 
stationed. The current furniture appears to have just been pulled out of a garage sale. 
Throughout the gathering space, candles are lit. On the wall, original pieces of art hang. 
Some are traditional formats, such as oil on canvas. Others, including the paper-mache 
goose hanging from the ceiling, are more whimsical, like a child’s art project. The feel of 
the space is a cross between a college dorm and a family living room. Even in the reading 
of Scripture, a clan ethos is portrayed as reading during the Gathering is electively 
participatory, with voices rising at random to read a verse at a time.  
Still, announcement time at Solomon’s Porch exudes the essence of clan culture. 
In a market culture, announcements are killers. If the target audience gets too bogged 
down in the announcement, they will begin to tune everything out, and the leaders of 
worship will lose the audience. At Solomon’s Porch, however, announcements can last 
up to ten minutes. Pagitt said, “If somebody really pushed hard and said, ‘Is there 
something that you could not pull out? That if you didn’t have it would really unravel you 
as a community?’ It would be the announcements.” Announcement time for the people of 
Solomon’s Porch is like finding out the family’s schedule for the week. 
Language also shows the level of the clan culture in these missional communities. 
When the Church of the Apostles gathers to make decisions, they call the gathering a 
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“family meeting.” In an important letter regarding the organizational restructuring of 
Solomon’s Porch, the Central Casting Working Group signed the letter, “Together in 
Community.” The people of Adullam call themselves “Adullamites.”  
Mosaic presents the most conflicting evidence regarding its organizational 
culture. Both clan and adhocracy are very high on the OCAI (see Figure 4.1). The highly 
innovative outreach of Mosaic suggests adhocracy as the primary culture. However, the 
qualitative data reveals the experience of the people of Mosaic. Each of the seven Mosaic 
campuses contains a clan dynamic. The lead pastor, Erwin McManus, said plainly during 
a sermon on 18 April 2010, “Life is meaningless if it is alone.” The leaders of Mosaic 
focus on community and relationships. 
Adhocracy as Secondary Culture 
With clan culture the clear leader, adhocracy culture represents the clear 
secondary culture for the missional communities. According to the competing values 
framework, then, the communities are continuously flexible but can easily move from 
internal focus to external focus (see Figure 2.4, p. 73). Adhocracy cultures exhibit 
themselves as creative, permission giving, and continually transforming. 
The Church of the Apostles worships in a very different way. Set in a previously 
abandoned church building, COTA makes use of a wide-open gathering space to create a 
mood for the Eucharist. The space is very stark and sparsely decorated. Nearly one 
hundred white chairs are neatly organized on the beautiful and well-maintained wooden 
floor. A single lectern, the table for the Eucharist, and the band equipment are closely 
aligned. Scattered around the walls of the building are four prayer stations with art, 
candles, and kneeling pillows.  
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Leaning heavily on the liturgy of the Church for structure and on the lectionary 
for guidance, the people of COTA add experiential meaning through creativity. Most 
songs are original to the artisans of COTA, and moving music often surrounds the liturgy 
for a fresh feel. Teams are put together to create unique atmospheres for worship. Teams 
also create new liturgies. In fact, one of the more memorable liturgies for the participants 
of the focus group was the liturgy based on Burning Man, the postmodern festival in 
Black Rock, Nevada.  
The artisans, however, are not the only individuals encouraged to be creative. 
Following the message, COTA exercises open space time. Participants use open space to 
pray or to meditate as they desire. Some move to decorated prayer stations, adorned with 
icons. Others will paint or draw during that time.  
Permission giving flows through these missional communities as well. A member 
of the Eastbrook Church focus group relayed the story of a common occurrence. An 
individual approached Marc Erickson with an idea for reaching the community. Erickson 
said, “That’s a great idea. Now, go and do it.” Without holding up an idea with structure 
and with evaluation, the adhocracy culture allows passion and creativity to lead. The 
Eastbrook focus group participant said, “I have seen a lot of leadership developed 
because somebody had an idea.” The ideas flourish in an environment of permission 
giving. 
One of the values of Adullam is organic movement. That is, movement and 
decision making happen at the ground level. According to Halter, leadership for the 
gathering and the administrative piece are the only centralized components of Adullam. 
All other decisions are made within smaller groups called villages. The organic 
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movement required a commitment from Halter and Smay to allow the creativity and the 
change to happen. Halter said that they had to decide to allow the people to “figure out 
what the gathering looks like.” That commitment continues to be important in the life of 
Adullam as the speed of change has not dissipated. Halter said, “We have tried to do set 
[meeting] schedule, to meet every eight weeks with the leaders. And things just move too 
fast. It’s almost like we can’t preplan more than about a month out on what we are 
doing.” The ever changing nature of life of the Adullamites ensures the continued value 
of adhocracy culture. 
Research Question #3 
In order to get a more specific look at the leading communities, the third research 
question asked, “What common practices define the missional communities?” Defining 
primary practices was difficult for both Halter of Adullam and for Pagitt of Solomon’s 
Porch. The concern was that the result of defining the practices would create an 
unnecessary dualism, where some gatherings were spiritual and others were not. Halter 
said that he feels “like it’s all spiritual.” Likewise, a participant at Solomon’s Porch said, 
“The things that we do in relationship–having meals together, becoming friends with 
each other, helping each other, binding together–are most fulfilling spiritually.” Avoiding 
dualism by recognizing common practices without regard to spiritual valuation was 
helpful. 
The data shows that the leading missional communities gathered in large groups 
and small groups (see Table 4.4). They also gathered for the sake of others. During the 
in-depth interview, I commented to Pagitt that the practices of Solomon’s Porch were not 
much different from most other churches. Pagitt agreed:  
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It’s not what we do per se. It’s the spirit and the freedom, and I mean it in 
the most positive sense laissez-faire, the lack of chalance. I don’t know 
what chalance is, but people are accused of being nonchalant. So, chalance 
must be the thing that is the opposite of nonchalance. 
 
Even with Pagitt’s disclaimer, knowing the ways that leading missional communities 
gather can inform the broader movement.  
 
Table 4.4. Comparison of Gathering Practices 
 Adullam COTA Eastbrook Mosaic Soloman’s Porch 
Large 
gatherings 
Gathering at 
the Hub The Eucharist 
Worship 
service Gatherings The gathering 
Small 
gatherings Villages 
Community 
groups/houses Life group Small group Varies 
 
Large Gatherings 
The large gatherings of the leading missional communities varied in complexity 
of the gathering, stated purpose for the gathering, and size. The most complex large 
gatherings happened at Mosaic, where the gatherings were theatrical, highly coordinated, 
and technical. Full set designs were created for a particular series of sermons. Two 
creative pieces set the stage for the preaching event. The first was a funny skit, which 
used sung music to communicate the difficulties of having a socially awkward friend. 
The next creative piece was a dramatic modern dance, which portrayed a young girl 
having difficulty in relationship and included interaction with the designed set. 
Eastbrook Church’s large gathering is also complex. The Eastbrook Church 
gathers in a building that was sold to them by the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of 
Milwaukee. The campus is impressive with a large gathering space building, a wing for 
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classes and offices, and another two story building, which houses a private school. A 
large bank of church-related pamphlets lines the entrances to the worship space. Further, 
ushers greet worshipers by presenting to them a worship bulletin as well as a weekly 
newsletter. The worship service on the day of the case study included a full band and 
several changes in leadership. Also, an orchestra of over twenty children from Eastbrook 
Academy, the school attached to the church, played during the offering.  
The campus at Eastbrook’s current location already included worship space; 
however, the worship space was rearranged. The previous church’s arrangement allowed 
for a long nave leading to a narrow chancel area. Eastbrook reoriented the worship space 
by placing a stage on one side of the nave with seating all around the stage, including 
elevated seating in the previous chancel area. This reorientation of space enables more 
participants in worship leadership. Also, there is a shorter distance between worship 
leaders and worship attendees, allowing for a better connection.  
On the other side of the spectrum, Adullam’s gathering space epitomized 
simplicity. A single road sign, placed on the morning of the gathering, pointed to the 
location of the gathering in an unused building owned by Denver Seminary. The 
gathering space appeared not to have undergone any changes since Denver Seminary 
moved out. Classroom chairs joined a few sofas as the sitting areas for the gathering. 
Several tables were scattered around the space, providing a place for Adullumites to rest 
their coffee mugs. Information on the Adullam small group gatherings was the only 
literature available to pick up. Leadership of the worship experience only changed three 
during the gathering, and those changes appeared to have very little coordination and 
planning. A single guitarist led worship. In fact, even the projection was low tech, a 
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projector sitting on a table projecting to a temporary screen. The most complex part of 
Adullam’s large gathering was the snack breakfast, which was potluck. 
The large gatherings at Solomon’s Porch and Church of the Apostles were also 
quite simple. However, the creativity of worship expression added complexity. Both 
gatherings had bands to lead music that was original to their particular church. Solomon’s 
Porch focused on Genesis for several months during the large gatherings. For each week, 
Ben Johnson, the artist in residence, wrote original songs dealing with the scriptural focus 
of the week. On a weekly basis, the Church of the Apostles band leads the Eucharist with 
original music for the liturgy. 
Complexity was not the only difference in the large gatherings. The communities 
voiced different reasons for their large gatherings. For example, Eastbrook Church’s 
nomenclature defined the large gathering appropriately. The gathering was a worship 
service. Describing the gathering, the Eastbrook Web site states, “We work to create an 
environment that gives people the freedom to worship God in the ways the Holy Spirit 
leads” (“Worship, Music, and Arts Ministries”). In this way, Eastbrook Church explicitly 
attempts to connect individuals to God through worship. 
Similarly, Halter said that the gathering at the Hub of Adullam is intended to 
equip “people to really commune with God.” Adullam’s vision of life contains three 
circles. Communion is the role of the gathering at the Hub. Community and mission are 
the other two circles. The gathering at the Hub is appropriately named because the small 
gatherings are, to a large degree, dependent on the large gathering. Halter confirmed this 
dependence, saying that the large gathering was central to the people of Adullam at that 
time. 
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The other leading missional churches stated communal reasons for the large 
gatherings. Pagitt said that the weekly large gatherings at Solomon’s Porch are for 
“resetting social norms.” The gathered community enters into the story of God and 
synchs up with that story.  
Mosaic has seven different locations for large gatherings, scattered throughout 
metropolitan Los Angeles. Those large gatherings point toward the small gatherings and 
the general esprit of Mosaic. “Sundays are advertisement for Mosaic’s community,” said 
Eric Bryant of Mosaic. The energy and beauty of the large gatherings are intended to 
promote the energy and beauty of life together and mission. 
 Gathered as a sacramental community, the Church of the Apostles uses the large 
gathering to give space for the community to express mystical connection. Jordan 
Rickard said, “Celebrating Eucharist is very important to what we do and who we are.” 
The Eucharist, then, becomes the defining element of the church’s life together. 
 Each of the large gatherings embodied the centrifugal movement of the world to 
God (see Figure 2.1, p. 28). While Eastbrook Church offered the most explicit statement 
of worship, each large gathering included spiritual focus and openness to new 
participants. COTA, in fact, reported a desire to connect more significantly with people 
who were visiting. In contrast to the way that COTA organizes most of its life, Jordan 
Rickard created “a very inorganic” committee to handle front door hospitality. 
Small Gatherings 
 Complementing the large gathering, leading missional communities gathered in 
small gatherings as well. These gatherings were named differently and functioned 
differently (see Table 4.4). With their difference, however, each structure of small 
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gatherings performs the function of discipleship for their respective communities. Each 
system for small gatherings seeks to provide space for participants to experience life 
together, including spiritual development, individual care, and deep relationship.  
The varieties of small gatherings break down according to the degree of structure 
provided for the system. COTA takes the least structured approach for small gatherings. 
While they identify the small gatherings as community groups, the groups are primarily 
arranged by life stage without set curriculum. Also, COTA owns houses for those 
interested in more intentional community. Those house groups often gather and invite 
others.  
Solomon’s Porch has multiple streams of small gatherings. The small gatherings, 
in fact, reflect the organizational culture of the community. One stream of small 
gatherings exhibits the clan culture. Individuals have the option of deep relationship with 
Solomon’s Porch through being a covenant participant. Each covenant participant is 
assigned to a tapestry group. Each tapestry group is assigned tasks that are ongoing needs 
for the church. In many ways, the tapestry groups signify a family division of labor. 
Tapestry groups vary greatly in the frequency and purpose for meetings. For example, 
one tapestry group facilitator may simply send an e-mail to the tapestry group outlining 
the group’s monthly responsibility and assigning individuals to each task. Another 
Tapestry group may meet on a regular basis and enjoy fellowship with each other. 
Whatever the frequency or purpose for meeting, the point is to get the family chores 
done. 
In alignment with the adhocracy organizational culture, Solomon’s Porch enjoys a 
much more organic system for small gatherings as well. Ideas for gatherings spring up 
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organically. An “orphan Thanksgiving,” as described by a focus group participant, was 
organized for “people who don’t have a family or don’t like their family.” A knitting 
group arose from a person with initiative. Another group gets together occasionally for a 
Lord of the Rings trilogy movie night. These more organic gatherings focus on life 
together and really strike at the issue of dualism as discussed previously. 
 The villages are integral in creating community for the people of Adullam. The 
description of village leaders says, “A village is a web of relationships.” This web of 
relationships leans deeply on leaders who intuitively find ways to practice deep 
community and to engage this web of relationships in intentional mission. Therefore, 
curriculum and expectations change from one village from another. Also, Adullam differs 
from the other communities in that the expectation is for an individual to be involved in a 
village (small gathering) before ever participating in the gathering at the Hub (large 
gathering). This expectation plays an important role in the strategy for reaching 
unchurched individuals, or sojourners, as Halter describes them. 
Mosaic lists sixty-two small groups on the Web site. Small groups at Mosaic are 
fairly structured. Mosaic devotes a staff member solely for the tasks related to small 
group ministry, including the identification and training of leaders, the connection of new 
people to small groups, and the identification and development of curriculum. Still, the 
small groups vary in content. As Bryant said, “Some focus on service. Others are more 
traditional small groups.” The Mosaic small groups provide a vehicle for community in a 
large congregation. 
 From the signage on the building to the literature available during worship to the 
conversations overheard in the hallways, one can easily see that life groups play an 
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important role in the Eastbrook Church. Further evidence of the importance of life groups 
came during the focus group interview. The person identified as the least active member 
of the focus group stated that he would invite a friend to a life group before worship. 
Speaking about life groups, he said, “When we go [to their homes], and you see that these 
people are just normal people, and they’re just being used by the Lord, you say, ‘Wow.’” 
The life groups at Eastbrook are highly structured with expectations for each group to 
engage in worship, prayer, discussion of the pervious Sunday’s sermon, and personal 
sharing at each meeting.  
Gatherings for the Sake of Others 
 While the leading missional communities gather in large groups and in small 
groups, they also practice the sending of the church to accomplish the centrifugal 
movemement of the gospel. This sending crosses many cultural barriers and meets needs. 
Often, these sending efforts are based in relationship as well. 
For example, Solomon’s Porch is located in part of Minneapolis, which places a 
high value on art. A small group of people from Solomon’s Porch organized and 
produced an art show to help local artists. The organization was a great help to the artists 
and was a way for Solomon’s Porch to connect meaningfully with neighbors.  
The International Ministry of Eastbrook Church aims at assisting the growing 
number of immigrants in their area of Milwaukee. Each Friday night, Eastbrook provides 
a dinner for international students. A Bible study is offered in Arabic. Global Gateway 
events encourage cross-cultural intelligence. On a regular basis, Global Gateway teaches 
English as second language. A soccer ministry has begun on fields adjacent to the church. 
Meeting the needs of neighbors motivates these gatherings. 
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Bryant says of Mosaic, “If you only came on Sunday, you are missing so much of 
what we do for our cities.” Gatherings for the sake of others sprout up throughout the 
metropolitan Los Angeles area. These gatherings for others happen in organic ways. For 
example, recognizing the nutritional needs of children in an inner city school, a couple 
led their small group to begin a food ministry. The participants in the small group fill 
backpacks with nutritious food for children to take home every Friday. Currently, thirty-
three children are recipients of the backpack ministry. Mosaic also has more centralized 
sending agencies. ServeLA (local) and BeyondUS (international) organize and equip the 
people of Mosaic for mission in their neighborhoods and beyond. 
 Most of the Adullam gatherings that focus on others derive from villages, which 
see a need and attempt to connect the need with resources. The occurrences of these 
connections happen in small and large ways. The gatherings for the sake of others may 
include a one-time event, such as helping to renovate a home, or, the gathering may be a 
long-term and large-scale commitment. For example, one village adopted a school and 
began sending food home with malnourished students. Then, they recognized the need in 
other schools. Other villages were then invited to be a part of the mission. The goal is for 
the people of Adullam to fill that need for every elementary school in the school district.  
Summary of Major Findings 
The study produced eight major findings. 
1. Significant patterns in motivation for leadership, organizational culture, and 
primary practices exist among leading missional communities. 
2. Leaders of the leading missional communities recognize their own abilities to 
lead. 
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3. Leaders of the leading missional communities seek to lead in ways that contrast 
with observed deficiencies in more traditional expressions of church. 
4. Leading missional communities exhibit a strong family bond. 
5. Risk, creativity, and openness are valued in leading missional communities. 
6. Large, open, and invitational gatherings are important to leading missional 
communities. 
7. Connecting participants to a small gathering is a goal of leading missional 
communities. 
8. Leading missional communities celebrate, and continually participate in, 
gatherings on behalf of others.  
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
Major Findings 
As Christendom comes to an end, the church must find new ways of participating 
in the mission of God in the world. The missional church movement has shown promise 
in its constant realignment of the church with the mission of God. However, the missional 
church movement has been problematic for two reasons. First, the strong theological 
grounding of the movement actually overshadows the practical application. Church 
leaders experience difficulty in finding ways to enact missional movement within their 
settings. Second, the context-driven nature of the movement calls models and programs 
into question. Rather than putting forth models or programs, the leaders of the missional 
movement continually tell stories of life within missional community. Because of this 
microculture focus, many church leaders question the generalizability of the movement. 
My goal was to present a general view of actual missional communities that 
would help move the conversation from theology to corporate praxis. My affinity for the 
theological grounding of the missional movement, my love for a diminishing United 
Methodist Church, and my desire to lead communities of faithful disciples to the best of 
my ability were key motivators in the study. 
Of course, this study focuses on the missional movement of the church in North 
America. More specifically, the five case studies generated for this research are located 
within the United States. With leaders from Australia, Canada, and the United States, the 
missional movement has clearly risen out of the need to respond to a particular cultural 
milieu. Many possible reasons exist for the missional movement being a primarily 
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Western world movement. One of the most compelling explanations includes an 
examination of the connection of the church with the lives of others. In the United States, 
the disconnection is significant.  
Roxburgh tells a parable about three friends who dine together. The time was 
pleasant, but something seemed odd. “The host began doing the talking,” Roxburgh 
writes, “and it was all about himself. Each time the friends spoke, the host cut them off 
and turned the conversation back to his life, his questions, and his needs” (Missional: 
Joining God 33). The guests, of course, are put off by the host’s narcissism. In 
Roxburgh’s parable, the host represents the church in the United States, continually 
attempting to return the conversation to its own goals and problems. The problem of 
disconnection may not occur in most parts of the world.  
Significant Patterns among Leading Missional Communities 
As previously stated, the missional movement reflects a reaction to an 
overgeneralized understanding of church. The franchising of denominations, the 
development of corporate structures, and the uniform production of ministry has failed 
the church in the age after modernity. Therefore, the missional church conversation has 
evolved around organic, rather than institutional, concepts.  
Interestingly, the combination of having strong theological grounding and the 
constant telling of specific stories leaves out a level of comprehension. That is, moving 
from ethereal to specific leaves out generalized concepts. To a great degree, leaders in the 
missional movement have purposefully not provided the missing link, encouraging the 
church in each location to be specifically in mission in its particular context.  
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The findings of this study, however, clearly show that shared characteristics of the 
leading missional churches exist. Strong correlations within motivations of leadership, 
organizational culture, and primary practices are the first expressions in a conversation. 
While missional church leaders may choose to leave theology and stories of specific 
missional manifestations unlinked, this conversation may be extremely important for the 
mission of God through the broader church.  
Recognition of Leadership Skills 
The importance of the role of the primary leader in the leading missional 
communities cannot be denied. The literature points to the importance of missional 
imagination springing from the people of God. While Holy Spirit-inspired missional 
impulses may be how the leading missional churches have developed a missional 
strategy, this study shows that the primary leader’s self-efficacy plays a motivating role 
in leadership. These leaders understood their giftedness, were outgoing, had previous 
experience, and had expectations for achievement. These characteristics of leaders may 
not be a real surprise. After all, these traits could be tied to a scriptural understanding of 
the Apostle Paul. 
Implications for this finding could be far reaching. While this study does not 
necessarily designate a typology for leaders of the missional movement, similar 
motivational factors within the leaders of the leading missional communities exist. A 
helpful, if not easy, practice for leaders may be to analyze motivations. This analysis may 
be helpful in discerning steps toward leadership in the missional movement. 
Further, congregations and judicatories interested in participating in the missional 
movement may be able to use these indicators as a tool in their process of hiring, 
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appointing, or affirming missional leadership. Motivation is certainly not the only factor 
in leading missional communities. However, the linking of the primary leaders’ 
motivations should not be ignored. 
Leading in Different Ways 
Another thread connecting the leaders of the leading missional communities is the 
desire for church to be different. Halter, Pagitt, and Erickson all experienced some degree 
of dissatisfaction with their previous ways of doing church. Bryant ran from cultural 
snobbery and isolation. Ward wanted her bar friends to feel welcomed rather than 
condemned by the people of God. They all believed that they were the ones to make a 
difference. 
Most of these leaders laid their lives and reputations on the line to lead the people 
of God in a new direction. Clearly, the desire to lead in a missional way was not born of a 
desire to lead in the latest style. The desire was born of past pain, and it was bolstered by 
a belief that they had a role to play in creating something different. 
Strong Family Bonds 
This project strongly supports Hirsch’s assertion that people on mission together 
experience deep relationship. Hirsch refers to this phenomenon as communitas 
(Forgotten Ways 236). The leading missional communities see their gathered body as 
doing important things on a long journey together. This journeying together leads to 
depth of relationship. This depth of relationship leads to operating in certain ways. A 
link, therefore, can be made between the experience of communitas and the evidence of a 
clan organizational culture. 
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I found the degree of clan culture within the leading missional communities to be 
surprising. The leading missional communities operated as families; however, the family 
clearly had a purpose. Most times, the word church was left out of their formal and 
informal vocabulary. The leaders and participants experienced community and family 
rather than an institution.  
Valuing Risk, Creativity, and Openness 
The high internal focus of the clan organizational culture presents a problem for a 
people on mission (see Figure 2.4, p. 73). In fact, the designation of these communities as 
families hardly sets them apart. Most churches adopt familial language when describing 
their fellowship. Many times, this internal focus derails mission in churches, which 
choose to care for themselves rather than the world. 
The difference appears to be that the leading missional communities experience a 
powerful combination of clan organizational culture with a high degree of adhocracy 
culture. As the secondary organizational culture for each of the leading missional 
communities, adhocracy reverses the emphasis from internal to external. When 
approaching new microcultures, risk, creativity, and openness are of particular 
importance. Rather than seeing innovations as a risk to the family, the external focus of 
the adhocracy encourages innovation. Adhocracy, then, brings an external focus and 
becomes a plank for the creative continuing of the missional movement. This risk and 
creativity will, at times, place missional communities at odds with more static 
expressions of church. However, the rate of cultural change in North America demands 
the church to experiment in mission (Roxburgh, Missional Map-Making 164). 
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The adhocracy culture also encourages the organic movement of mission. Without 
valuing creative movement, risk would not be taken and leaders would not emerge in 
mission. These concepts strike at the heart of heavily hierarchical structures at both the 
local church and denominational levels. 
The Importance of Large Gatherings 
Confusion within the missional movement has surrounded the role of large 
gatherings. One of the reasons for this confusion has been the language used by the 
leaders of the movement. Hirsch’s use of the word attractional in derogatory contexts fed 
a line of thinking that connected the missional church only with house churches. The 
confusion rested in the understanding that only incarnational manifestations of the gospel 
can effectively communicate the difficult nature of the transformation (Rozko). Some 
hard-line missional thinkers, then, began to protest large gatherings of any type. This 
twist in the missional movement caused Hirsch to consider changing the language of 
attraction all together. 
For the leading missional communities, however, the large gathering is a central 
part of both the life of the people of God and an important entry port into the people of 
God. The large gatherings in the leading missional communities function as gateways 
into discipleship and missional life. The clear choice of Adullam is that mission and 
connection happen mostly in the villages. However, Halter said that gathering at the Hub 
had become an entry port. In many ways, you could walk the Fremont neighborhood of 
Seattle without noticing that the Church of the Apostles worships in the Fremont Abbey. 
After all, the only public sign for the Eucharist is placed on the sidewalk just a few hours 
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before the gathering. Still, Rickard expects the Eucharist to be a primary place of 
connection with the broader community. 
The leading missional communities allow their large gatherings to be places of 
connection for new people in natural ways. When a community engages God in praise for 
his works, when a community shares stories of healing, when a community exhibits grace 
and mercy, that community is attractive to others. The leading missional communities 
accomplish being attractive without pandering to the surrounding culture. 
Life in Small Gatherings 
The small gatherings of the leading missional communities exhibit the 
incarnational impulse of the missional movement. In these gatherings, the participants 
share life. At times, the gatherings have a specific equipping purpose. However, many 
times, the people of God simply journey together. This journeying together displays a 
trust in the Holy Spirit to guide the discipleship of participants. 
This feature of life in the leading missional churches correlates well with existing 
small gatherings in many churches. Wesleyan class meetings, Sunday school, supper 
clubs, small groups, and life groups are just some of the ways that churches have 
practiced small gatherings. A significant finding from this research is that the leading 
missional communities did not add much structure to the small gatherings. 
The intentional integration of spiritual life and mission with daily tasks appears to 
give great power to these small gatherings. The leading missional communities strike at 
the dualistic understanding of the spiritual and material worlds. By focusing on concepts 
such as journey and life together, missional communities break down the dichotomy and 
allow the people of God to live every day in mission. This desire for unity between faith 
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and life correlates directly with Frost and Hirsch’s desire to see disciples live under the 
lordship of Jesus Christ in all areas of life. Strong connections also exist with Cole’s life 
transformation groups, which attempt to plant the gospel within an individual’s everyday 
experiences. 
For the Sake of Others 
God sends the church in many different ways. The leading missional churches 
exhibit this variety. Celebrated stories give insight to what is valued by a group of people. 
As I listened to the celebrated stories of the leading missional communities, two things 
became clear. First, the celebrated stories of these missional communities involved a 
diverse number of people. Some stories featured an individual striking out with risk and 
creativity. Other stories featured a small group of people who engaged the broader 
community. Still other stories conveyed an entire church moving in a particular direction.  
Secondly, the subject of the celebrated stories was clear. The stories could have 
been about individuals being baptized. The stories could have been about the number of 
people who entered full-time ministry. Instead, the celebrated stories of the leading 
missional communities described the people of God serving others. In the serving of 
others, the leading missional communities embody the promise that Abraham’s 
descendants would be a blessing to all nations. 
Further, each of the communities intentionally relates to the communities in 
which they exist. Because of their emphasis on local focus, their very life embodies being 
sent. For example, Eastbrook Church was planted in its location because Erickson 
recognized an opportunity for the people of God to rise up and meet the needs of their 
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neighbors. Thirty-one years later, the people of Eastbrook continue to live out their 
sentness. 
Implications of the Commonalities among Leading Missional Communities 
This study provides a link within the existing body of knowledge surrounding the 
missional church movement. The strong correlations among motivations of leadership, 
organizational cultures, and primary practices suggest a pattern that can be generalized. If 
the pattern can be generalized, then a clearer picture of the missional church movement 
can be presented. 
A second implication for this study concerns leadership. Leaders within the 
missional movement are motivated to lead through an understanding of self. However, 
they are motivated to lead missionally through external stimuli, namely past 
disappointment with the church. This combination makes future leaders in the missional 
church identifiable. Interestingly, the leaders of the leading missional communities 
exhibited very little resentment or cynicism toward other forms of church. Leaders 
express continued disappointment in only two particular situations. First, Erickson 
expressed disappointment in the continued planting of churches in high-income areas. He 
believes that the church has the opportunity to reclaim cities for Jesus Christ. Second, 
Pagitt showed scars of being labeled a heretic. When I told him that my study did not 
involve doctrine, he was relieved, saying that he often becomes the foil for evangelical 
seminary students. In fact, as the Christianity 21 conference, which featured female 
preachers, was taking place, a protestor stood outside the church, pointing specifically to 
Pagitt’s theology and practices. Even with that protestor, Pagitt was generous, inviting 
him to experience the conference for free. For the most part, hurts and disappointments 
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with previous church experiences had been healed or were, at the very least, hidden 
away. 
Implications also exist regarding organizational culture. The binding together of a 
community positively affects a church. When that church is bound in mission on behalf 
of others, a strong combination of commitment to family and value of risk emerges. The 
work of Cameron and Quinn could be helpful in identifying and adjusting organizational 
culture to reflect the leading missional communities more effectively. 
Further, the primary practices of the leading missional churches have implications 
for the church. The organization of the gatherings (large, small, and for the sake of 
others) reinforces a rather traditional organization of gatherings. Therefore, the execution 
of a particular program or way of organizing will not, necessarily, make a community 
more or less missional.  
Missional and United Methodist 
The findings of this study are significant for the United Methodist Church for two 
reasons. First, the findings do not disqualify any church from living into a missional 
vision. No finding in the study of the leading missional communities would stand against 
The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church 2008. Further, none of the 
characteristics of leading missional communities is unattainable by United Methodist 
churches. 
Second, the impulses of the missional movement are congruent with both distant 
and recent Methodist history. In early Methodism, John Wesley, himself, “submitted to 
be more vile” by moving out of the pulpit to share the good news in the streets of Bristol 
(“Wesley Begins Field-Preaching”). While street preaching was not accounted for in the 
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findings of the study, Wesley’s street preaching represents a significant realization and 
move. In order to reach the common person of England, the people of God were going to 
have to get out of the church buildings. Further, Wesley provided leadership to the anti-
slavery movement in England and consistently emphasized works of mercy to his 
followers, embodying a for the sake of others ethos. 
More recently, the denomination appears willing to make significant changes. The 
Council of Bishops commissioned a team to look deeply at the life of the United 
Methodist Church. The discoveries of that group became the base of a report entitled A 
Call to Action: Reordering the Life of the Church (United Methodist Church 7). The 
report includes research performed by an outside group, indicating common factors in 
vital congregations. The report names “effective pastoral leadership,” “multiple small 
groups,” “a mix of traditional and contemporary worship,” and “a high percentage of 
spiritually engaged who assume leadership roles” as the common factors (7). The report 
goes on to suggest ways to assist congregations in mirroring these factors.  
The Call to Action represents a positive movement in the United Methodist 
Church as the Council of Bishops seeks to find a fruitful way forward for local churches 
and for the denomination. Unfortunately, the report continues a long pattern of self-focus. 
While the identified common factors of vital congregations represent the corporate life of 
a congregation, the report neglects issues regarding the public life of the people of God. 
The possibility exists for a congregation to embody the common factors of vital 
congregations without fulfilling the promise of God by being a blessing to all people. 
Conversely, in the study of the leading missional churches, each congregation exhibited a 
keen awareness of its neighbors, seeking to serve them in meaningful ways. Great strides 
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will be made when the United Methodist Church adopts the sending ethos of missional 
communities of faith. 
The identification of missional action by the people of God as a movement is both 
helpful and problematic. The language of movement allows the missional theologians and 
practitioners to give focus to a particular way of being the church. Because the movement 
is identifiable to some degree, others can assess the movement and consider what sets it 
apart. Without the identification of a missional movement, this research would not have 
been done.  
Identification with a movement comes with negative results as well. Movements 
are often marginalized by the identified mainstream. The assumptions of the movement 
can be overlooked or dismissed as insignificant. Further, the very existence of a 
movement challenges the identified mainstream, which may look askew at its perceived 
differences with the movement. In my experience of explaining the missional church 
movement to other United Methodist pastors, I have found a great receptivity to the aims 
of the movement. Generally, pastors look at me quizzically, wondering how the aims of 
the missional church are significantly different from their own aims. The stripping of 
movement language may be necessary for the more complete missional vision to be 
claimed by mainstream denominations, such as the United Methodist Church. 
A Theology of Leadership Reconceived 
The post-Christendom world presents an opportunity for the church once again to 
embody the sending ethos of God. As God sent Abraham, Jesus, and the early Church to 
be a blessing to all nations, so today’s people of God are being sent to be a blessing to 
their neighbors. Rather than contracting for the purpose of safety, the people of God are 
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to be moving out, building relationships and risking life. As stated previously, 
congruency exists between the aims of the missional church and most pastors with whom 
I speak. Therefore, the theology of leadership emerging from this study does not bear the 
missional tag, which may be unnecessary.  
The Leader 
In the corporate model of church, two roles of pastoral leadership emerged. The 
manager role valued the smooth operation of a well-tested and trusted organization. The 
skills of the manager included the ability to manage meetings, to fit within disciplinary 
structures, and to oversee the organized body. Later, the chief executive officer role of the 
pastoral leader emerged. Borrowing skills from corporations, the CEO paid attention to 
the bottom line, desiring high-volume consumption of ministries produced by the church.  
In twenty-first century North America, the pastoral leader assumes an apostolic 
function, leading the community of faith to new people groups. The pastor acts as the 
lead missionary as the church reaches new microcultures and peoples. At times, this 
leading will be to a new geographic area. Most times, however, the location will be 
familiar but the neighbors being served will be new. Of the five leading missional 
communities in this study, Eastbrook Church, Solomon’s Porch, and Church of the 
Apostles held their large gatherings in church buildings that had been left by previous 
congregations. The buildings were simply repurposed to bless new neighbors. 
At first glance, the study of motivations for leadership provided in this study may 
appear unhelpful in presenting a way forward. After all, the leader cannot change much 
of the antecedents in the MTL formulas (see Figure 2.3, p. 67). Denominational leaders, 
however, could use the information to identify potential leaders, especially for areas of 
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low faith receptivity. The identified MTL in potential leaders affects the way in which 
those leaders perform.  
Further, in order to transform their own leadership style, current leaders could 
lean on those antecedents to affective-identity MTL and social-normative MTL, which 
are already present in their behavior and experience. For example, each of the primary 
leaders of this study exhibited a level of extroversion. Several of the primary leaders 
exhibited high levels of extroversion. While extroversion is an antecedent to affective-
identity MTL, it is not the only antecedent. Therefore, if a pastor is or is perceived to be 
introverted, leaning on other antecedents, such as conscientiousness, openness to 
experience, past leadership experience, and vertical individualism, may be helpful. 
Deep Connection with a Purpose 
In order to fulfill God’s promise to Abraham, the people of God in the twenty-
first century will be deeply connected to one another and be innovative. Deep connection 
serves as a means of support as each of them live as resident aliens, providing care and 
counsel in difficult times. Deep connection also presents opportunities to challenge one 
another in ways that further personal and social holiness, helping one another to become 
a light to the nations. 
This deep connection, however, must be paired with an innovative streak. Striking 
a balance between the internal and external focus is key. As new opportunities to be a 
blessing to others arise, the congregation moves in that direction quickly and 
purposefully. When an Adullum village heard about the needs of malnourished children 
in the Denver schools, the action to meet that need was swift. The entire Adullum 
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community responded. The decision did not require a family meeting. The people of God 
at Adullum simply rose to meet the need in an organized fashion.  
On Mission Together 
The large gatherings of the people of God accomplish the purpose of worshiping 
God and recalibrating the community around fulfilling God’s purpose for them. 
Therefore, large gatherings, while remaining hospitable, focus largely on the unfolding 
story of God and the congregation’s relationship to that story. The community of faith, 
then, values connection to God and to God’s purpose overseeing the large gathering as an 
event or show.  
In order to be a blessing to their neighbors, the people of God join together the 
story of God and their own daily story. Smaller gatherings provide fertile ground for 
searching the implications of God’s story within everyday life. In the small gatherings, 
the people of God are equipped for the mission of God through learning, through 
community, and through support.  
While expectation remains for individuals to be blessings to their neighbors, many 
times, groups of people are gathered together to meet particular needs of others. 
Harnessing the power of the community of faith, neighbors and entire groups of people 
are blessed. In the midst of gathering for the sake of others, relationships are built with 
latent or nonexistent faith. In the church I pastor, small gatherings of people have 
gathered to benefit young teens in our neighborhood. These gatherings have included 
simple celebrations and Bible stories at the pool house of a low-income apartment 
complex, the provision of snacks for Saturday tutoring sessions at the area middle school, 
and participation at the middle school’s celebrations. The presence of these retired white 
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women in the lives of these young black men has made an impact. With connections 
happening in several locations, the young men have recognized that the people of St. 
Mark United Methodist Church care, and the relationships have grown deeper and more 
vital. 
Stories Point to Values 
The celebrated stories of the church reveal the values of the church. Therefore, 
leaders must set the tables by telling stories that celebrate the unbridled blessing of 
others. In my conversations with primary leaders and focus groups from the five leading 
missional communities, the stories involved how individuals and small groups of people 
made a difference in the lives of others. Neither the primary leaders nor the focus groups 
touted the number of baptisms that occur. They did not share about being recognized for 
excellence in any area of ministry.  
Limitations of the Study 
This project involved case studies of five communities of faith. Those 
communities of faith were identified as leading missional communities by a panel of 
experts. From this panel, possible limitations of the study arise. For example, the panel 
members’ knowledge of communities of faith is limited in two ways. The panel members 
could not possibly know every community of faith as they attempt to differentiate leading 
missional communities. Secondly, the panel members have limited knowledge of the 
actual life of the suggested communities. The possibility exists that my case study 
findings do not match the panel members’ expectations. 
Also, the phrase leading missional community may have influenced the selection 
of certain kinds of missional communities with certain kinds of leaders. For example, 
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each of the leaders in this study clearly exhibits extroversion. That extroversion may 
influence the expert panel’s choosing of leading missional communities. In other words, 
the churches may have been more quickly identified as leading missional communities 
because of the extroversion of the pastor. 
Another set of limitations concerns the areas of focus for the case studies: 
motivations to lead, organizational cultures, and primary practices. While these areas 
present views of the communities, they do not represent the whole life of the 
communities. I do not believe that the areas of focus for this study are the only, or even 
the primary, marks of the missional movement. Instead, this study simply intended to 
present a picture. 
In regards to data collection, I regret to have been unable to perform two focus 
groups (Adullam and Mosaic). The leadership of Adullam did not present an opportunity 
for a focus group. Therefore, I was also unable to collect Organizational Culture 
Assessment Inventories during the Adullam case study. The focus group at Mosaic had to 
be cancelled when I was hospitalized for nine days in Pasadena, California. Also, because 
of the absence of the primary leader, on two occasions the in-depth interview was 
performed with an individual on the primary leadership team who was not the primary 
leader. Karen Ward (COTA) and Erwin McManus (Mosaic) were unavailable. In their 
place, I interviewed Jordan Rickard (COTA) and Eric Bryant (Mosaic). 
The use of missional language may have presented a limitation in collecting data. 
During simple explanations of my project, I used the phrase missional church. This usage 
may have influenced respondents.  
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Unexpected Observations 
As this project began, the possibility that nothing distinguished these leading 
missional churches from other churches concerned me. However, in the process of 
performing the case studies, I became encouraged by correlations between leading 
missional communities and many congregations in the United States. The leading 
missional communities, obviously, differ from most congregations. However, enough 
overlap exists to believe that many congregations would benefit greatly from only slight 
changes in organizational culture and primary practices. 
During this study, I was fully dependent upon the leading missional communities 
to provide time, space, and other materials. Depth of participation in the study varied. A 
few of the communities provided everything requested. Two of the communities would 
not provide financial information. Similarly, I found several primary leaders to be 
suspicious of the study, unsure of my goal. By the end of the conversations, these leaders 
were happy to have participated. 
A totally unexpected observation is that the people of Mosaic show great care to 
strangers. I traveled to Los Angeles on a Saturday and began feeling bad before landing 
at the airport. After hours of travel, I was dehydrated and sick. In an effort to save money, 
I did not rent a car. I finally hailed a cab after hours of unsuccessful attempts to make 
Pasadena by public transit. Clearly sick, I finally arrived at the missionary furlough 
housing. My sickness continued through the night. However, the housing had no one at 
the desk on the weekends, so I was in Pasadena with no car and without a contact.  
The next morning was Sunday, and I prepared to perform the case study. Walking 
to the Pasadena campus of Mosaic, which was adjacent to the missionary housing, I met 
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with Eric Bryant and another Mosaic employee. However, my sickness worsened, and I 
had to return to my room. By this time, I was becoming more incoherent during my 
phone conversations with my wife. I was in and out of consciousness. Knowing no one 
else in Los Angeles, I called Eric Bryant to see if someone could help. On Sunday 
morning, just hours before the Pasadena large gathering, Eric sent a staff member to take 
me to an urgent care center. During my time at the urgent care center and during my first 
day in the hospital, Eric sent people to check on me and would then call my wife to stay 
connected.  
Several scary days passed before doctors determined what was causing my 
sickness. Likely, a streptococcus bacteria had entered my bloodstream and began settling 
in several places. Due to the bacteria and existing dehydration, my kidneys began to shut 
down. After five days of antibiotics and fever, I finally began improving. Eric and others 
from Mosaic were still calling. After nine days in a Pasadena hospital, the doctors 
released me. Several days after I had returned home, I made an appointment for my 
doctor to read the medical notes from my hospitalization. After looking at the notes for a 
few minutes, Dr. Percy raised his eyebrows and said, “You almost died out there.” 
From this experience, I learned two things. First, the people of Mosaic lived out 
their missional nature before me, providing and caring for my wife and me. Second, I 
learned that I would nearly kill myself to finish this project. 
Recommendations 
Several possibilities to further the study of the missional movement exist. For 
example, performing case studies on five leading megachurches or mainline churches 
would be interesting and informative. The comparison of the different categories of 
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church would provide interesting insight to motivations of leadership, organizational 
culture, and primary practices. More specifically, performing this study on five leading 
United Methodist churches may indicate possible areas of growth for the denomination. 
Also, intervening in a particular church’s life in an attempt to transform that 
congregation to match the motivations to lead, the organizational cultures, and the 
primary practices of these leading missional communities could give a blueprint for 
transformation. This kind of intervention may be an opportunity for the broader church in 
North America to see effective change in a missional direction.  
Motivation of leadership continues to be a vexing concept in research because 
motivations include so many tentacles. In fact, I was discouraged from including MTL in 
my research because of the difficulty. Still, the profile of leaders provided in this study 
gives insight to some early adopters of the missional movement. Future research on these 
leaders could be helpful. For example, the profiles presented in this study may not hold 
for most missional leaders. Delving more deeply into the motivation of the leaders to 
move away from more traditional forms of church may also contribute to the mission of 
God. 
Postscript 
The missional church is, by its nature, difficult to define. Through this study, 
however, a beautiful image has emerged of a people sent by God to fulfill his mission. 
Led by a confident leader, the people of God organize themselves as a family with a 
purpose beyond themselves. Through their gatherings, the people of God invite others 
into the story, encourage one another in the journey, and spend themselves on behalf of 
others. On a personal level, I pray that the congregations I lead will reflect this same 
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image. On a broader level, I pray that this study will contribute to the people of God 
being sent on behalf of others, in their neighborhoods and around the world. 
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APPENDIX A 
ARTIFACT COLLECTION PROTOCOL 
 
Artifact Yes No (Why Not?) 
Budget   
Organizational Chart   
Worship Bulletin   
Newsletter   
Event Calendar   
Church Brochure   
Other:   
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APPENDIX B 
DIRECT OBSERVATION PROTOCOL 
• City/Area 
o Culture 
o Moral Climate 
o Ethnic Demographics 
o Prevalence of Churches/Church Buildings 
• Church (Including Primary Worship Experience) 
o Setting 
 Building 
 Signage 
 Grounds 
o Formality of Climate 
 Clothes 
 Language Used 
 How important are titles among staff? 
o Motivation to Lead 
 Interaction between primary leader and staff 
 Interaction between primary leader and church participants 
 Personality Traits 
 Values 
 Leadership Self-Efficacy 
 Previous Leadership Experience 
o Organizational Culture 
 Decisions–Even Small Ones 
 Interactions among primary leader, staff, and church participants 
 External Focus 
 Flexibility 
 Internal Focus 
 Stability 
 Clan 
 Adhocracy 
 Hierarchy 
 Market 
o Primary Practices 
 What is advertised? 
 What is talked about? 
 What do church signs say? 
 Where are people going? 
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APPENDIX C 
FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL 
The focus group will gather immediately following the primary worship service. An MP3 
recorder will be used for later transcription of the focus group.  
 
The focus group will begin with an exercise to gain rapport with the subjects. The 
exercise will be based in story, recognizing that each person there plays a role in the story 
of God’s mission. We will go around the table to introduce individuals by asking their 
name and their favorite story. 
 
Following the initial exercise, I will say some specifics about how the focus group will be 
administered. 
• “You are the experts. I am here to find out what you know about your church.” 
• “Conversation is preferred as you build on one another’s thoughts.” 
• “Since you are all experts in your experience with the church, it is important to 
note when you disagree with someone. I’ll simply ask you to be respectful in the 
way that you word your disagreement.” 
 
The focus group will be a success if each person is able to say what they know about the 
church in these areas. Therefore, the questions will be a guide to further conversation. 
Also, the use of probes will be important to find depth of meaning.  
 
Organizational Culture 
 Give me words that best describe the church. Why? 
 Tell me about a big decision made by the church recently. How did that work? 
Motivation to Lead  
How do you explain your primary leaders desire to do ministry like this? 
What are some of the roles that the primary leader plays in the church? 
Primary Practices 
 If we had struck up a conversation on the street and you felt an opportunity to 
invite me to church, to what event would you invite me? Why? 
 Can you think of three practices that are indispensable for the ministry of the 
church?  
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APPENDIX D 
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
The in-depth interview of the pastor will take place on the day prior to the primary 
worship gathering. The interview will last 90-120 minutes. The interview will be 
conversational in manner and style. Below are questions that deal with organizational 
culture, motivation to lead, and primary practices. The flow of conversation may allow 
for natural transition from one subject to another without the formal use of the questions 
below. However, these questions will form the framework of the conversation. 
 
Motivation to Lead 
Tell me about you and about your journey. 
What were factors in your decision to lead a church in this missional way? 
 How do you believe the church perceives your leadership style and personal 
motivation? 
Organizational Culture 
 What are some primary characteristics of how the church functions? 
 Tell me about a big decision that was made by the church recently. Walk me 
through how the decision was made. 
Primary Practices 
What community-wide practices are most important in the life of the church? 
How does the surrounding community know what’s important to you? 
What does it mean that your church was identified as a leading missional 
community? 
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APPENDIX E 
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE ASSESSMENT INVENTORY 
 
Democraphic Information 
Which Best Describes You : 
A. Staff Member at t he church C. Highly Involved 
B. Member of the Decision Making Board D. Occasional Participant 
About the Organization al Culture Assessment Inventory 
The purpose of the Organ izational Cult ure Assessment Instrument is to assess six key dime nsions of 
organizat ional culture. In completing the instrument, you will be providing a pictu re of the fundamental 
assumptions on which your organization operates and the values that characterize it . There are no right or 
wrong answe" for these items, just as there is no righ t or wrong culture. Every organization will most likely be 
described by a different set of responses. Therefore, be as accurate as you can in respond ing to the items so that 
your responding to the items so that resulting cultural diagnosis will be as precise as possible. 
Instructions: The OCAI consists of six items. Each item has four a lternatives . Divide 100 points among these four 
alternatives, depending on the extent to wh ich each alternative is similar to your own organization . Give a 
higher number of points to the a lternative that is most similar to your organiza tion. For example, on item 1, if 
you think alternative A is very similar to your organization, alternatives Band C are somewhat similar, and 
alternative D is hardly similar at all, you might give SS po ints to A, 10 po in ts each to Band C and S points to D. 
Just be sure that your tota ls equal 100 for each item. 
The Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument- Current Profile 
1. Dominant Characteristics 
A. The organization is a very personal p lace. It is like an ext ended fam ily. People seem to 
share a lot of t hemselves. 
B. The organizat ion is a very dynamic and entrepreneurial p lace. People a re will ing to st ick 
thei r necks out and take risks. 
C. The organizat ion is very resu lts -orient ed. A major concern is with gett ing t he job done. 
Peoole are very com[)t t it ive and achievement-oriented . 
D. The o rganizat ion is a very contro lled and structured place. Formal procedure s generally 
. govern what peo p le do. 
Tot al ' DO 
2. Organizational Leadership 
A. The leadership in the organizat ion is generally considered to exemplify mentor ing, 
faci lit at ing, or nurturing. 
B. The leadership in the organizat ion is generally considered t o exemplify entrepreneurship, 
innovat ion, or risk t aking. 
C. The leadership in the organizat ion is genera lly considered to exemplify a no-nonsense, 
aggre ssive, resu lt s-oriented focus. 
D. The leadership in the organizat ion is genera lly considered to exemplify coord inat ion, 
organizing, or smoot h-running efficiency 
Tot al ' DO 
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3. Management 0/ Employees 
A. The management style in the organization is characterized by teamwork, consensus, and 
participation 
B. The management style in the organizat ion is characterized by individual risk taking, 
innovation, freedom, and uniqueness. 
C. The management style in the o rgan iza tion is characterized by hard-driving competit iveness, 
high demands, and achievement. 
D. The management style in the organization is characterized by security of employment, 
conformity, predictability, and stabil ity in relationships. 
Total 100 
4. Organization Glue 
A. The glue that holds the o rgan iza tion together is loyalty and mutual trust. Commitment to 
this organization runs h igh. 
B. The glue that holds the organizat ion together is commitment to innovation and 
development. There is an emphasis on being on the cutting edge. 
C. The glue that ho lds the o rganiza t ion together is the emphasis on achievement and goal 
accomplishment. 
D. The glue that holds the organization together is formal rules and policies. Mainta ining a 
smooth-running organiza tion is important 
Total 100 
5. Strategic Emphoses 
A. The organization emphasizes human development. High trust, openness, and part icipation 
persist . 
B. The organization emphasizes acquiring new resources and creat ing new challenges. Trying 
new th ings and prospect ing fo r opportunities are valued. 
C. The organization emphasizes competitive act ions and achievement. Hitt ing stretch target 
and winning in the market lace are dominant. 
D. The o rganiza t ion emphasizes permanence and stabil ity. Efficiency, control , and smooth 
operat ions are important. 
Total 100 
6. Criteria of Success 
A. The organization defines success on the basis of the development of human resources, 
teamwork employee commitment and concern for ~ople . 
B. The organization defines success on the basis of having the most unique or newest 
products. It is a product leader and innovator. 
C. The organization defines success on the basis of w inning in the marketplace and outpacing 
the competit ion. Competitive market leadership is key. 
D. The o rganiza t ion defines success on the basis of efficiency. Dependable del ivery, smooth 
scheduling, and low-cost product ion are cri tical. 
Total 100 
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